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When called to the telephone for urgent business, William Randolph 
Hearst would frequently reply, "Tell them to wait - I'm busy gardening." 
Like all devoted gardeners, Mr. Hearst knew that gardening is a way of 
life - that gardens are an intimate expression of the people who create 
them, care for them and live within their borders. 

GARDEN DESIGN invites you to explore this way of life . .. to 
experience the garden as fine art. Lavish color photography takes you on 
a personal tour of private gardens, with gardenmakers and professional 
designers as your guides. If you're drawn to garden life - it's the 
magazine you've always wanted. 
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Progressive Architecture announces its 
30th annua l P/ A Awards program. The 
purpose of thi s competition is to recognize 
and encourage outstanding work in a rchi
tecture a nd rela ted environmental des ign 
fi elds befo re it is executed. Submissions 
a re in vited in the three genera l ca tegories 
of a rchitectura l des ign , urban des ign and 
p lanning , and appli ed a rchitectura l 
resea rch . Designa tions o f first award , 
award, and ci tation may be made by the 
invited jury, based on overa ll excell ence 
and adva nces in the a rt. 

Jury fo r th e 30th PI A A\\'a rds 
,-J rchil f'c/11 ml df'sign : George Baird, 
a rchi tect. urba n des igner. a utho r. Edito r 
o f Tra ff. Toront o; Alan Chimacoff, archi 
tect. Associa te Professor of Architecture. 
Princeton Un ivers it y, Prince!On , NJ ; 
Mark Mack , a rchit ect. Batey & Mack, 
San Francisco, and lecturer. Universit y 
o f Ca li fo rni a . Berkeley. and Editor o f 
A rch f' l yp f': James Stirling, H on . FAIA. 
J ames Stirling Michae l Wilfo rd & 
Associa tes. London: l' rban df'sign an d 
p lanning: Stanton Eckstut, AJA. partner. 
Cooper Eckstut Associa tes. Ne\\' York . 
and Director. Columbia l ni versity Urban 
Design Program ; John M. Woodbridge, 
FAIA, a rchit ect and urban des ign con
sultant. Berkeley, CA; l frsf'arch : Sandra 
Howell , PhD. MPH . Associa te Professo r 
o f Behavi o ra l Science, Department of 
Archit ecture. MIT. Cambridge; Mariella 
Millet, lighting consultant and Associa te 
Professo r o f Arch itecture. Uni versit y o f 
Washing ton . Sea ttle. 

Judging will take place in Stamford , CT, 
during September 1982. Winners will be 
notifi ed- confiden tia ll y-before Oct. I . 
First public announcement o( the winners 
wi ll be made a t a presenta tion ceremony 
in New York in J anua ry 1983, and winning 
entries wi ll be fea tu red in the J anua ry 1983 
PI A . Recognition will be extended to cli 
ents, as well as professiona ls responsibl e. 
PI A will a rrange for coverage of winning 
entries in na ti ona l and loca l press. 

Eligibility 
I Architects and o ther environmenta l 
des ign profess iona ls prac ticing in th e l .S. 
or Canada may enter one o r more submis
sions. Proposa ls may be fo r any loca tion , 
bu t work must have been directed and sub
stanti a ll y executed in U.S. a nd/ or Cana
di an o ffi ces. 
2 All entries must have been commis
sioned , for compensa tion , on behalf of a 
client with the power and intention to 
execute the proposa l (or in the case of 
research and p lanning entries, to adopt 
it as poli cy) . Work initiated to fulfill 
academi c requirements is n o t eligible 
(but teams may include students ). 
3 An y project is inelig ible if it has been , 
or will be before Feb. 1983 , the subject of 
publica tion, on one fu ll page or more, in 
Arch itectu ral R f'c ord or A JA journal. 
Prior pub lica tion in PI A is not a factor. 
4 Architectural design entries may include 
on ly bui ldings or complexes, new or 
remodeled , scheduled to be under an y 
phase of construction duri ng 1983 . 
5 Urban design and p lanning entries may 
include only proposa ls or reports accepted 
by the client for implementation before 

s 
ram 

30th annual cotnpetition 
for projects not yet cotnpleted 
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1nh. arc 1tecture 
planning 
and 
research 



Publica tion agreement 
4 If the subm iss io n sho ul d \\' in , th e 
entra nt agrees to m a ke ava il a bl e furth er 
inform a ti o n , o ri g in a l draw ings o r m odel 
p ho togra ph s as necessary, fo r p ubli ca ti o n 
in the May 1983 PI A a nd ex hibiti o n a t 
N EO CON in C hi cago. 
5 PI A re ta in s th e r igh ts to first p ubli ca ti o n 

Entry form: 

of w inning des ig ns a nd ex hibiti o n o f a ll 
ent r ies. Designer reta ins ri g hts to ac tua l 
des ign. 
6 PI A ass umes no o bl iga tion fo r des ig ner 's 
r ig ht s. Concerned des ig ners a re ad vised to 
doc ument the ir work (da te a nd a utho r
shi p) a nd seek co un se l o n pert inen t copy
ri g ht a nd pa tent pro tect io n s. 

International Furniture Competition 
Pl ease fill out all pa n s a nd subm it. in tact. \\' ith each ent ry (see paragraph 11 of 
in struct ions). Use type1H it er. p lease. Copies of th is form may be used. 

------------------------------------------~ 

En tra nt : 
Address: 

En tra nt phone number: 
Ca tegory: 

Entran t: 
Add ress: 

Designer(s) responsible fo r thi s submi ssion (identify ind ividua l ro les if appropria te): 

I confirm tha t the attached ent ry mee ts eligibilit y requ iremen ts (paragraph 1-3) 
and that sti pula tions of publica ti on agreemen t (paragraphs ·l-6 \\' ill be me t. 
I verify that the subm ission is entirely the \\'O rk of those listed on th is fo rm 
(or an a11 ached li st as necessary). 

Signature-----------------------

Na me (tl'ped) 

Furniture Competition 

Progressive Architecture 
P.O. Box 1361, Stamford , CT 06904 

(Receipt) 
Your su bmission has been recl'ivl'd and ass igned nu mber: 

Entra nt : 
Address: 

Ent ra nt : 
Addrl'ss: 

Submission requirements 
7 Submi ss io ns W ILL N OT BE 
R ETU R NE D. 
8 Drawi ng(s) a nd/ o r m odel p ho to(s) o f th e 
des ign sho uld be m o unted on one side 
on ly of o n e 20" x 30" foa m core boa rd pre
sented ho ri zonta ll y. ANY ENTRY NOT 
FOLLOWING THIS FORMAT WILL 
BE DISQUALIFIED. 
9 T here a re no li m its to the number o f 
illustra ti o n s mo unted o n the boa rd , but 
a ll m u st be vis ible a t o nce (no o verl ays to 
fo ld bac k ). No ac tua l m odels w ill be 
accep ted . Onl y o ne des ig n per boa rd. 
IO Each submi ss io n must incl ude a 5" x 7" 
index card m ounted o n the fro n t side of 
the boa rd wi th the fo ll ow ing info rma ti o n 
typ ed o n it: intended dimensio n s o f the 
p iece o f fu rnitu re , co lo r(s), m a teri a ls, 
com ponents, bri ef descript ion o f impo r
ta nt fea tures , des ig n ass ump ti o n s, a nd 
int en tio n s. T hi s info rm a ti o n is to be 
p resented in En g li sh. 
11 Each su bm issio n m us t be accom pa nied 
by a n entry form , to be fo und o n thi s p age. 
Reproductio ns o f thi s fo rm a re accepta ble. 
All sec ti o ns m ust be fill ed o ut (by type
writer, p lease). In sert entire fo rm in to 
unsea led en velo pe ta p ed to th e back o f the 
submi ss io n board. P/ A w ill sea l s tub o f 
entry form in en velope befo re judging. 
12 Fo r pu rposes o f jury p rocedures o nl y, 
p rojec ts a re to be ass ig ned by th e entra nt 
to a ca tegory o n the entry fo rm . Pl ease 
identify each entry as o ne o f the fo ll o wing: 
C ha i1; Sea ting Sys tem , Sofa, T a bl e, Des k, 
Wo rk Statio n , Sto rage Sys tem , Li g hting, 
Bed. If necessa ry, the ca tegory "/\I isce l
laneous" m ay be des ig n a ted . 
13 Entry fee o f $25 must accompa n y each 
su bmi ssio n , inserted into unsea led en ve
lo p e conta in ing entry form (see 11 
a bove). Ma ke check o r m o ney o rder (no 
cas h ) paya bl e to Prog ressi11e A rch itecture. 
14 To m a inta in a n o n ymity, no identifica
ti o n o f th e entra nt m ay appea r o n a n y pa rt 
o f the su bmiss io n , excep t o n entry fo rm. 
Des ig ner sho uld a ttach li s t o f co ll a bo ra 
to rs to be cred ited if necessa ry. 
15 Packages ca n co nta in m o re tha n o n e 
entry; to ta l number o f board s must be 
in d ica ted o n front o f p ackage. 
16 Deadline for mailing is J a nua ry 26, 
1983. Other methods o f deli very a re accept
a bl e. Entri es mus t show pos tmark o r 
o ther evidence o f bein g en route by dead
lin e. H a nd -de li vered ent r ies m us t be 
received a t the address show n here by 
J a nu a ry 26. 
Address entri es to: 
Intern a ti o na l Furniture Com pe titio n 
P rogress ive Architecture 
600 Summer S t. 
P.O. Bo x 136 1 
Sta mfo rd, CT 0690-J 
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!though a place to live is one of the most basic human needs, we live in a society which has 
a housing problem. The cherished American dream of home O\'mership seems less and less attainable. 
Although new houses are being built, they seldom respond to current social or economic needs. The fac
tors which created this situation are complex; and the lack of solutions is partly the result of rising interest 
rates and land costs. But, there are ways that architects can respond. 

The original Arts and Architecture Case Study House Program was a novel idea that pro
moted the use of mass produced materials and modem aesthetics for the design of the single family 
house. It also championed new ideas about site planning, indoor/outdoor living and "open plan." 
Although at the time local architects did not see the Case Study Houses as unique, to outside observers 
the program symbolized an entirely new attitude toward the single family house. 

The housing problem today is different than it was in the forties, fifties and sixties. The 
traditional four-person nuclear family is no longer the nom1. People live in more varied domestic situations, 
they move more often, and need nexible living arrangements. The traditional concept of the single family 
house needs to be reconsidered. 

n order to evolve more relevant forms of housing, architects must become instigators as well 
as designers , less absorbed in pure issues of style and more concerned with content. They also need to 
become involved in the economic mechanisms which make housing happen, to see the current situation 
as a challenge rather than an obstacle. 

Arts and Architecture magazine hopes to make housing a major editorial concern; and in this 
issue we examine the work of several arch itects who have taken a lead. Their efforts, while not yet fully 
realized, point toward a more active role for the designer. Milica Dedijer-Mihich, wanting an inexpensive 
and energy efficient place to live, designed and built her own house on a tiny infill lot in Venice, California. 
An urban house sandwiched onto a miniscule piece ofland, it provides surprisingly generous standards 
of interior space. In nearby Santa Monica, several young architects have acted as their own developers for 
a group of townhouse condominiums. Although the houses reflect the inflated land costs of their 
fashionable location, they provide a high standard of design, space and light, without any cost premium. 

With this issue of Arts and Architecture we begin a continuing examination of housing, 
exploring the problems and potentials of new ideas. We hope that this investigation will act as a catalyst 
for further experimentation. 

Barbara Goldstein 
August 1982 

s I G 



CALENDAR 

.ARIZONA 

Heard Museum 
22 Eas t Monte Vi sta Road, Phoeni x, 
l5004. (602) 252-8848 

)eptember 18- November 28: 
'lative American Painting: Selections 
rom the Museum of the American 
:Odian 
~traveling exhibition illustrating the 
levelopment of Native Ameri can work, 
rom its origin in the 19th century to 
he present day. Around 50 works will 
>e presented, by artists includi ng Fred 
Cabotie, Ernest Spybuck, Jerome 
[iger, and Monroe Tsatoke. 

~ucson Museum of Art 
40 North Main Avenue, Tucson, 
:5705. (602) 624-2333 

nrough September 3: 
..rizona Biennial '82 
I. celebration of work by Arizona 
rtists. One hundred fo rty-eight pi eces 
1ave been chosen as the best in paint-
1g, drawing, photography, mixed 
1edia, printing, cra ft and sculpture. 

.CALIFORNIA 

Artisans 
78 East Bl ithedale, Mill Valley, 94941 . 

September 7- 0 crober: 
The Birth Project 
Initial needleworks completed by the 
Birth Project, a participato ry art-making 
group found ed by Judy Chicago. The 
birth process involves the translation of 
Chicago's ideas on birth and creation 
into works of thread, by people all over 
th e country. The fini shed products will 
be accompanied by supporting 
documentation. 

Cali fo rnia Academy of Sciences 
Golden Gate Park, San Francisco, 
94118. (41 5) 221-4214 

Through Seprember 6: 
Ansel Adams: The 80th Birthday 
Retrospective and The Unknown 
Ansel Adams 
Birthday tributes to the pioneering 
modern photographer. The first show 
surveys his career in 120 works dating 
from 191 9 to 1979. The second casts 
new light on Adams' work with 60 
images culled from his negative fil es 
and never before ex hibited. 

Craft and Folk Art Museum 
5814 Wilshire Boulevard , Los Angeles, 
90036 

August 4- Seprember 12: 
American Porcelain: New Expressions 
in an Ancient Art 
An extensive catalogue of co ntem
porary work . One hundred-eight 
objects from different artists were 
chosen to illustrate a vari ety of form s 
and techniques. Their purposes range 
from utili tari an to es theti c, and they 
include tableware, assorted vessels, 
and sculpture. 

M. H. de Young Memorial Museum 
Golden Gate Park, San Francisco, 
94 11 8. ( 415) 558-2887 

Seprember l l - November 14: 
Max Klinger 
Prints by the important 19th centu ry 
German artist noted fo r his anticipa
tion of surrealism. 

Through October 3: 
The Bay Area Collects: Art from 
Africa, Oceania, and the Americas 
One hundred objects of applied art from 
private collections in San Francisco. 
The pieces were chosen on the bas is of 
esthetic quality; and so whil e the exhi
bition does not achieve a cultural bal
ance, it does communicate the 
strengths of local co llecti ons. 

La Jolla Museum of Contemporary Ar· 
700 Prospect Street, La Jolla, 9203 7. 
(7 14) 454-3541 

Seprember 4- 0 ctober 24: 
Italian Re-Evolution: Design in the 80: 
Five hundred objects created between 
1945 and 198 1 which document Italian 
industrial, co mmercial and domestic 
design. The show is more than a mere 
cata logue, fo r it includes the recreation 
of various Italian scenes, such as the 
car, church, bar and market, which 
encourage the viewer to understand th( 
arti facts wi thin the context ofltalian 
urban culture. 

Los Angeles County Museum of Art 
5905 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, 
90036. (21 3) 857-6111 

Through Seprember 26: 
An American Perspective: 19th Centuf) 
Art from the Collection of Jo Ann and 
Julian Ganz, Jr. 
An outstanding private co llection of 
American art offering a distinctive view 
of 19th century taste through more 
than 100 paintings, watercolors, and 
sculptures. The Ganz collection defin es 
this country's mid-19th century aca
demi c tradition of precise rendering 
and high finish, and renects the ideal
ism of Ameri ca's Victorian age. Impor
tant pieces include Winslow Homer's 
Blackboard and John Singer Sargent's 
The Sulphur Match. 

EK-
$16 BRINGS YOU 44 ISSUES OF ARTWEEK, 

THE MAJOR ART PUBLICATION OF THE WESTERN U.S. , 

NOW IN ITS 13TH YEAR. 
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SCREENED CALENDAR OF MUSEUMS AND GALLERIES, 

PERFORMANCE AND VIDEO LISTINGS. 

·-----------------------------------------------------
Clipandsendto : ARTWEEK, 1305FranklinSt., Oakland, CA 94612 

D One Year, $16 D Institution, $20 r1 Outside U.S . add postage, $12 / year (U.S. dollars only) I' Sendasamplecopy 
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CALENDAR 

Through October 31: 
Studio Work: Photographs by 
Ten Los Angeles Artists 
Eighty-one works by Jerry Burchfield, 
Jack Butler, JoAnn Callis, Ron Cooper, 
Eileen Cowin, Barbara Kasten, 
Michael Levine, Stanley Mock, Patrick 
Nagatani and Leland Rice. This show 
demonstrates the wide variety of exper
imental studio images that have been 
produced in Los Angeles during the 
last five years. 

Los Angeles Municipal Art Gallery 
4804 Hollywood Boulevard, Los 
Angeles, 90027. (213) 660-2200 

September 14- 0ctober 10: 
Paul Wonner: Abstract Realist 
Oils, acrylics, watercolors, gouaches 
and drawings by a California artist 
spanning the period from 1958 to 1981. 
The early work is evidence ofWonner's 
association with the Bay Area school of 
figurative painters; the later of hi s 
admiration for Dutch still lifes. 

Oakland Museum 
1000 Oak Street, Oakland, 94607. 
(4 15) 273-3402 

August 7-0 ctober 17: 
100 Years of California Sculpture 
Survey co incides with the Twelfth 
International Sculpture Conference, 
also in Oakland. 

San Francisco Museum of Modern Art 
Van Ness Avenue at McAllister Street, 
San Francisco, 94102. ( 415) 863-8800 

Through September 19: 
Twenty American Artists: 
Sculpture 1982 
A biennial survey of new work coi ncid
ing thi s year with the Twelfth Interna
tional Sculpture Conference in Oak
land. Artists include Lita Albuquerque, 
Scott Burton, Mark di Suvero, Michael 
Heizer, Edward Ki enholz, Bruce 
Nauman, Isamu Noguchi, Georgia 
O'KeefTe, Claes Oldenburg, Joel 
Shapiro, Michael Todd and William 
Wiley. Many of the works have never 
been publicly exhibited. 

Through September 26: 
Collage and Assemblage 
Work selected from this museum 's 
permanent collection. Since its inven
tion at the beginning of the 20th cen
tury, collage has been a part of every 
major art movement. Examples in this 
show by Joseph Cornell, Edward 
Ki enholz and Bruce Conner show 
how America n artists have expanded a 
Oat medium into its three-dimensional 
equivalent: assemblage. 

CUSTOM-MADE Tl LE 
Fifty-two rows of t i le 

tapering from one 

inch to 12 inches in 

increments of 1/s". 

Glazed in blue and 

white. Placed in two 

shallow reflecting 

pools at the base of 

the Security Pacific 

Bank Headquarters, 

Los Angeles . SWA 

Group, Landscape 

Architects, Sausalito, 

California. 

September 3- November 7: 
Contemporary Color Photography 
Color co mes out of the closet. Using 
contrived settings and developing 
techniques, Mary Ahrendt, Reed 
Estabrook, Bernard Faucon, Vahe 
Guzelimian, David Haxton, MANUAL, 
Lucas Samaras, Cindy Sherman and 
David White all manipulate their sub
jects to create images which fmally are 
giving co lor photography the 
acceptance it lacked. 

September 9- November 7: 
Images of America: Precisionist 
Painting and Modern Photography 
First major study of Precisionism in 20 
years. One hundred-sixty works dem
onstrate the influence of34 artists on 
each other. Among the painters repre
sented are Ra lston Crawford, Charles 
Demuth and Georgia O' KeefTe; photog
raphers include Paul Strand, Alfred 
Stieglitz and Ansel Adams. 

Schindler House 
835 North Kings Road, Los Angeles, 
90069. 

July JO- September 30: 
Juan O'Gorman 
Memorial photographic exhibition of 
work by the Mexican architect and 
murali st who died last January. (See 
articl e on page 36.) 

Desig ned and made by HEATH CERAMICS 

University Art Galleries 
Un ivers ity of Southern California, 
University Park, Los Angeles, 90007. 
(2 13) 743-2799 

Seprember 12- 0ctober 23: 
Edvard Munch: Paradox of Woman 
Woodcuts, lithographs and etchings 
assembled around the theme of 
Munch's ambivalent fasci nation wit! 
the female. The works show women 
assorted ro les and in various forms c 
psychological distress. On view will ! 
some of the artist's most famous wot 
Madonna, TheScream, Vampire, and 
Sphinx. All pieces are taken from the 
largest private holding of Munch 
prints in the country, the Epstein 
Collection. 

.COLORADO 

Denver Art Museum 
100 West 15th Avenue Parkway, 
Denver, 80204. (303) 575-2295. 

Augusr 3- 0 ctober 31: 
Outdoor Sculpture 
Five large pieces in stone, steel, pipe 
tackle and polyurethane, commissio 
for the recently renovated sculpture 
garden of this museum. The art i sts~ 

Elaine Ca lzolari , Charles Parsons, 
Robert Mangold, Chris Byars and 
Richard Miles. 
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400 Gate Five Road 
Sausalito, Californi a 9496 
(415) 332-3732 
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4ugusr 24-0 crober JO: 
:::O lorado Photographers 
:::harles Roitz, Myron Wood, Ronald 
No lhauer and W. S. Sutton shoot 
vide open spaces; Vi die Lange 
:xplores tinsel town; and Rich Baume 
locuments urban decay in Denver. 

INEW MEXICO 

.1axwell Museum of Anthropology 
Jniversity of New Mexico, Al buquer-
1ue, 87 131. (505) 277-4404. 

nrough September J9: 
iestas of San Juan Nuevo 
iestas of San Juan Nuevo: Ceremonial 
.rt from Michoacan, Mexico 
' recreation offi ve annual religious 
~s tiva l s in the town of San Juan Nuevo. 
lie 300 artifacts employed are rarely 
een apart from the occasion of thei r 
reation, and include costumes, masks, 
eramics, household fu rn ishings, and 
eremonial art objects such as dough 
rnaments, flower and paper decora
ons, candles, and lace. 

Museum ofNew Mexico 
New Mexico Museum of Fi ne Arts, 
107 Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, 87503 . 
(505) 982-6400 

September JO-December 5: 
Larry Bell Retrospective 
Early paintings, glass sculpture, 
maquettes of installations, furniture, 
and vapor drawings, representing 20 
years of work fo r the artist. The vapor 
drawings, some of Bell 's most unusual 
creations, consist of minerals, such as 
quartz, al uminum or sili con monoxide, 
alT1xed to a ground of paper or glass by 
means ofa vacuum press. The result is 
a prismatic effect of color and light. 

Co ntemporary Arts Museu m 
52 16 Montrose Boulevard, Houston, 
77006. (7 13) 526-3 129 

Thro ugh October 3: 
The Americans: Collage 1950-1982 
Second in a series organi zed by this 
museum to examine traditi onal topics 
in American art. Th is show will dem
onstrate the American development of 
co llage in over 150 works by more than 
60 artists, incl uding Billy Al Bengston, 
Judy Pfaff, Jasper Johns, Robert 
Rauschenberg, Jul ian Schnabel, and 
Cy Twombly. 

Dallas Museum of Fine Arts 
Fair Park, Dallas, 75226. (2 14) 421-4187 

Through Seprember 12: 
Counterparts: Form and Emotion 
in Photographs 
One hundred master prints fro m the 
co ll ection of the Metropoli tan Museum 
of Art. The exhibition is notable fo r its 
unusual fo rmat: the groupi ng together 
of two or th ree works by di fferent 
photographers in order to provoke a 
comparison by the viewer. The exhibi
tion is a tribute to Alfred Stiegl itz, 
whose donation fo rmed the basis of the 
Metropolitan 's photography collection. 
lt was his fo ndness fo r comparing the 
wo rk of hi s artist friends that innu
enced the arrangement of this show. 

Huntington Art Gallery 
University of Texas at Austi n, Austin, 
787 12. (5 12)47 1-7324 

Seprember 26-November 14: 
The Painter and the Printer: 
Robert Motherwell 's Graphics 
A comprehensive survey of the artist's 
graphic work from 196 1 to 1980. Bet
ter known fo r paintings and collage, 
Motherwell began making pri nts partly 
to escape the loneliness of his studi o. 
He is the only early Abstract Express
ionist to wo rk extensively in graphics. 

HANK BAUM CALLERY 

.WASHINGTON 

Seattle Art Museum 
Vo lunteer Park, Seattle, 98 11 2. 
(206) 447-47 10 

Through September 6: 
Arthur Dove and Duncan Phillips: 
Artist and Patron 
An exhibitio n of work by painter 
Arthu r Dove, and an investiga tion of 
his relationshi p to patron Duncan 
Ph illips. Dove was one of the artists 
most associated with Stieglitz's gall ery, 
An American Place. Phillips was the 
devoted supporter who, in his own 
wo rds, fou nd in Dove's work "that art 
whose appeal was exclusively visual. " 
Th is show, organized by the Phillips 
Co llection in Washington, D.C., 
includes two of Dove's litt le known 
charcoals, as well as vari ous pastels, 
constructio ns, watercolors, and 
many oils. 

September 2- 0crober 17: 
Deborah Butterfield 
Seven new life-s ize sculptures of 
horses, made of steel wire, air-condi
tioning duct and wood. In the words of 
the artist, "the horses ... are the most 
recent in a progression of work using 
found materia ls .... These horses are 
no longer hollow shells but are bu ilt up 
from within and reveal the interior 
space .... " 

JULY & AUGU S T S E PTEMB E R & OC TOB E R 

BRUCE KORTEBEIN 
recent collages 

R E PR ESENT I NG: 
James Bolton 

Martin Camarata 

Guy Diehl 

Georg H eimdal 

Dick Kakuda 

David King 

Bruce Kortebein 

Robert McGill 

Joel Oas 

John Ploeger 

Richard Wilson 

2140 Bush Street 
San Francisco 
California 94115 
(415) 921-7677 

JOEL OAS 
recent paintings 

O RIGI NAL PRI NTS B Y 
Anuscziewicz Ikeda 

Ay-o Indiana 

C hryssa Krushenick 

Conner Lichtenstein 

Cuevas Lobdell 

D' Arcangelo Mattox 
De Forest McLean 

Dine Neri 

Francis Nevelson 

Hinterreiter Oldenburg 

Ortman 

Paolozzi 

Pearlstein 

Pomodoro 

Ramos 

Saul 
Stella 

Voulkos 

Wesselmann 

Woelffer 

and 1heji111•s1 & 

larg1•s1 roller1io11 

of wo rks 011 paper 

in !he Wes/ 
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COMMENT 

ARNESON'~ 
BUST 

on December?, 1981, the San 
Francisco Art Commission voted 7- 3 
to reject a sculpture of former Mayo r 
George Moscone who had been assas
sinated in 1978. Half the fee had 
already been paid to sculptor Robert 
Arneson . He was asked to return it. 
The story made Page One head lines 
and the San Francisco Chronicle set up 
a call-in public opinion poll which drew 
a heavy public response, averaging 15 
ca lls a minute during the 24-hour 
period the poll was open. Sixty-one 
percent of the 22,314 ca ll ers answered 
"No" to the question "Do you like the 
Moscone sculpture?" while 39 percent 
said "Yes." The opinions of artists and 
critics poured in spontaneo usly. On the 
surface, it was a controversy between 
artists advocating free expression and 
politicians demanding good taste and 
deco rum. 

The bust was intended for th e main 
lobby of the brand new 126.5 million 
dollar Moscone Convention Center. 
The former Mayor had worked to get 
this faci lity as a boost to the city's 
important convention industry. The 
scu lpture consisted of two parts, a bust 
showing the Mayor's head, and a 
pedestal. Described by the artist as a 
"montage of graffiti , something like the 
New York City subways," the pedestal 
co ntained bright red glazed bullet 
holes, the imprint ofa Smith and Wes
son .38, and the yellow mark ofa 
cream-filled Twinkie to symboli ze the 
diminished capacity "Twinki e defense" 
used by convicted assass in Dan White's 
counsel. Other comments included 
personal expressions of the Mayo r such 
as "Duck soup" and "Is everybody 
having fun ?" and allusions to the assas
si n, "He hated to lose" and "Oh, Danny 
boy," th e place of the murder (Room 
237), lax security at City Hall (" Leaky 
as a sieve") and the words "Bang, Bang, 
Bang" (three shots had been fired). The 
Mayor's wife, Gina Moscone, was 
reportedly shocked by the pedestal and, 
at her request, it was covered by a red 
shroud on opening day. 

The sculptor was unfazed by the 
controversy. He did not attend the 
Commission hearings and instead went 
to New York to attend the opening of 
his show at the Whitney. Before leav
ing, Arneson made it clea r that he was 
unwilling to modify the work or sep
arate the bust from the pedestal. He 

vowed he would "Do a Mickey Mo us, 
before he bowed to any pressure to 
change the piece. "This work is not 
being redone," he declared. "I've ma• 
a total , complete arti stic statement."~ 
added that no San Francisco official 
had the authority to "deface a work o 
art" and a negative response by any 
member of the Art Commission wou 
be "irrelevant. " He intimated that an. 
attempt to separate the bust from the 
pedestal would probably result in a 
lawsuit since "You can't damage a wo 
of art. " 

The San Francisco Art Commis
sion found itself caught between 
opposing forces . On the one side we1 
politicians, local citizens, and the 
former Mayor's widow who found tt 
work in bad taste, and on the other 
were found most members of the art 
community who supported a com mi 
sioned artist's right to make a compl1 
statement without modification. C01 
missioners were annoyed that the 
controversy centered upon a pedesta 
whose form they had not expected. T 
artist had submitted some "sketchy" 
preliminary drawings without reveali 
his plans forthegraffiti comments. T 
Commission decided that in effect tt 
artist had delivered something other 
than what they had contracted for ar 
since he was unwilling to change thE 
piece, they had no alternati ve but to 
remove the work and ask for their 
money back. 

Among the specific issues raised 
the controversy was the ap parent 
deception of the artist in not informi 
his clients of his plans for the pedest 
It is a reasonable guess that the sculp 
would never have received the com
mission had he revealed them in 
advance and that he therefore kept 
sil ent in the hopes of creating a worl 
art that would deal with important 
th emes in American life. Profess ion 
artists do not have a code of ethics 
requiring full disclosure of intent ar 
the legal aspects of the case would 
only be considered by the courts if 
either party sued the other for breac' 
contract, which neith\:r saw fit to de 
The issue of intent is clouded by th1 
sculptor's reputation by doing carto 
like images and caricatures. Arneso 
favorite type of work is the self-port: 
and among these are grotesque por 
trayals of himself sticking out his 



tongue, chewing a cigar, whistling, and 
vomiting. His ea rli er pieces include a 
life-size sculpture ofa toilet and a six
pack of beer. Terms such as funky, 
cynical, and macabre run through 
reviews of his work. To the degree that 
the Co mmiss ioners should have been 
ab le to anticipate the final product 
from the artist's previous work, they 
did get what they bargained for in 
terms of a representative piece of 
sculpture. 

Another specific issue was the 
appropriateness of the wo rk as a com
memorative piece in a memorial build
ing. Sacramenro Bee critic Blake 
Samson castigated the complete work
bust, pedestal, and all - as to its unsu it
ability for its intended purposes. 
Samson regarded the pedestal as "in 
obvious bad tas te, sensa ti onal, and an 
insult to the former Mayor's memo ry" 
while the bust itself was "in coarse, gar-
ish, cartoo n-style ... with the features 
crassly handled . .. color and glazing 
sloppy." Samson renected the tradi
tional view that a memorial should 
convey the best side ofa person's life. 
Memorial paintings of notab le indi
viduals show them at the prime oflife 
rather than old, wrinkled, or writhing 
in pain from an assassi n's bullet. An 
exception is found in crucifixion art . 
Immolation is part of the Christ legend 
and countless artists have depicted this 
in painting and sculpture. However, 
this does not apply to political leaders. 
Few, if any, portraits of Abraham 
Lin coln or John F. Kennedy show 
them with mortal wounds even though 
their deaths are the subject of consider
able mythology and controversy. In 
depicting the bloody end to the 
Mayor's career, Arneson violated con
ventional expectations about the form 
ofa memorial to a political figure. 

Amidst these specific co ntroversies 
over style and decorum, larger issues 
ofth e nature of public art were 
obscured. The scu lptor and his sup
porters showed little recognition of any 
difference between a commission for a 
public building and one for a private 
cl ient. Gallery Director Pri ce Amerson 
referred to "so-called public art" as if 
this were merely studi o art displayed in 
a public location. Arneson's colleague, 
Ralph Johnson, saw the co ntroversy as 
an at tempted infringement on the 
artist's freedom of speech. The arts 
community reacted strongly out of th e 
fear that once lim its to artistic expres
sion were es tablished , th ey wou ld 
quickly spread. 

The Art Commission was not 
attempting to interfere with anythi ng 
that the sculptor did in his studio for 
sale to private clients. They were not 
objecting to Arneson 's right to carica
ture the fom1er Mayor or exhibit the 
wo rk. The notoriety increased both the 
value of the sculpture and the artist's 
reputation many times over. The Art 
Commission suffered from the affai r in 
its seeming laxity in not supervisi ng the 
cont ract more closely and in hiring an 
artist with a repu ta ti on for producing 
ironic work to do a memorial piece. It 
also lost esteem in the arts community 
for appearing to cave in to political 

pressure. However, all was not nega
tive. The controversy brought visibi lity 
to the arts. It has been a long time since 
scu lpture made prime time TY news. 

The debate opened raw wounds 
left by the assass ination of a popular 
Mayor by a former member of the 
Board of Supervisors. Memories of the 
assassination and its aftermath still 
percolate into consciousness. The 
California Legislature recently passed a 
bill limiting the diminished capaci ty 
defense used successfully during the 
trial. At the time that he shot the 
Mayor, the assassin also gunned down 
fellow Board member Harvey Milk, the 
f1rst avowed homosexual Supervisor in 
the ci ty's history. White's co nviction 
on the lesser manslaughter charge pro
voked riots in the gay community and 
subsequent charges of police brutality 
in suppressi ng the disturbances. Many 
local residents, including current 
Mayor Dianne Feinstein who was in 
City Hall when both Moscone and 
Milk were shot, wanted to put the 
tragedy behind them and remember 
the warmth, humor, and earthy quali
ties of George Moscone. The sculpture 
was forcing them to confront the assas
sination whether they wanted to or not. 
Although sculptor Robert Arneson 
based his public defense on self-expres
sion and artistic license, he was 
attempting to ed ucate the public about 
the vio len t nature of American political 
life. 

What is so intensely frust ra ting to 
me about the entire controversy is that 
I like the work, admire the artist for 
having the strength of his co nvictions, 
agree with the messages (a nti-violence, 
anti-gun, irreverence towards political 
offi ce), but I also decry the artist's 
deception in not informing the Art 
Commission of what he was doing and 
for creating a work unsuitable for its 
contex t. The artist produced a stronger 
and better sculpture than what was 
called for in the commiss ion. In com
mi ssioning an artist with a strong repu
tation for Pop Art statements to do a 
memorial piece, the Art Commission
ers may have confused Pop Art with 
Pop uli sm, hoping that the arti st's style 
would catch the earthiness of George 
Moscone, but such hopes overlooked 
the cynicism and sarcasm of Pop Art. 
Warhol's famous Campbell's soup can 
was not celebrating the advanced tech
nology of the American food industry 
or the nutritional value and unabashed 
good taste of hot tomato so up on a 
co ld day, but in stead used it to sym
bolize the banality of An1erican culture. 
The Art Commiss ion also fai led to edu
cate the sculptor as to the compromises 
required in public art between personal 
expression and creativeness on the one 
hand and fun cti onali ty and public 
acceptance on the other. 

Public art does not need to be 
bland or second-rate. The church paint
ings of the Middle Ages were strong 
expressive pieces that suited and did 
not overshadow their surroundings. 
The di stinguishing characteristics of 
publ ic art are that the client, location, 
surroundings, and the audi ence are 
known in advance. This knowledge 
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imposes special responsibilities on the 
artist. With studio work that is created 
for an anonymous client and an 
unknown location, it is the purchaser 
who is responsibl e for ensuring that the 
work fits context and audi ence. A work 
can be as garish and provocative as the 
artist chooses to make it without the 
artist being co ncerned about its appro
priateness for a particular site. The 
studio artist must still be concerned 
about its aesthetic appropriateness, but 
not in relation to any particular location 
or audi ence. 

The mandate of the Art Commis
sion in approving proposals for public 
buildings deri ves as much from the use 
of public space as from the use of pub
lic monies. The source of fu nds can 
actually be irrelevant, as in the case of 
the controversial Vietnam Memorial 
whose design was paid for by Texas 
millionaire H. Ross Perot. If the 
Moscone bust had been donated by 
outside sources, it would still have 
been controversial. People who work 
inside a public building or pass by on 
their way to other places cannot escape 
the art placed there. The role of the art
ist in raising the public consciousness 
on important social issues must be 
balanced against the impact of the work 
on the people who cannot avo id 
exposure to it. Consultation with the 
people affected or at least their repre
sentatives, in the form ofa public 
agency or arts council , is an important 
responsibility of the artist who creates 
art for a public location. 

Advance knowledge of setting and 
audience is both a challenge and a bur
den to the painter or scu lptor charged 
with the task of creating public art. The 
challenge is to integrate creativity and 
personal expression on the one hand 
with community values and function 
on the other. The need for this type of 
integration makes the task of the seri
ous public artist more difficult than that 
of the studio artist who need only bring 
together muse and medium. The pub
lic artist must expand the dialogue to 
include the cacophony of the com
munity. This is no invitation to lesser 
art but a challenge to create art in 
a broader social and environmental 
contex t. 

A dialogue is necessary among 
artists, critics, sponsors, and arts com
mi ss ioners to clarify the special nature 
ofpublicart. If sculptors and pai nters 
interpret every suggestion from poten
tial viewers as an infringement upon 
their presumed absolute freedom or 
expression, then we will indeed have 
second-rate public art. In accepting a 
commiss ion from a public body to cre
ate a particular type of work for display 
in a public location, the artist may feel 
higher loyalties to the muse or to some 
political cause, but to follow these and 
neglect the original charge is a violatio n 
of public trust and probably of co nt ract. 

San Francisco lost an opportunity 
to acquire and di splay an important 
piece of sculpture. Art Commissioner 
Dmetri Vedensky maintained that the 
work was "of such great di stinction that 

it would be a crime for the city of San 
Francisco to lose it. " I wou ld have pre 
ferred either of two possible solutions 
The first would be to keep the bust in 
the Convention Center but cover up 
the pedestal as was done on opening 
day. The hidden pedestal would have 
latent messages for the knowledgeabl 
viewer and serve as a time capsule for 
future generations who could remove 
the cover when passions subsided. A 
conventional portrayal might easily b 
rel egated to a storeroom at some futu 1 
time, but this work will continue to st 
comment whenever it is shown. 
Another option was to accept the wor 
and then display it in a museum rath( 
than in the Convention Center. The 
Commission would th en have to face 
the criticism that they had purchased 
work that they had not ordered and 01 
that mocked the former Mayo r and 
offend ed public sensibilities. Instead. 
the Commissioners decided to cut 
their losses, reject the statue which th 
artist was unwilling to mod ify, and as 
for their money back. 

Arneson believes that artists 
should play a role in ra ising public 
awareness. In terms of engaging the 
public consciousness, his work 
deserves high marks. It succeeded as 
memorial, but only in the technical 
sense of helping people to remembe1 
something. However, there was a crL 
cial difference between what the arti~ 
and hi s crit ics wanted to remember. 
It is worth noting that the ceramic he 
itself shows no sign of the assassina
tion. All the gore and messages are 
contained on the pedestal. This is a 
compromise between the artist's cor 
ception ofa memorial and his desire 
make us learn something from the 
Mayo r's death. However, the compr 
mise proved unpalatable to those wr 
held the more traditional view ofa 
memorial piece. 

After the Art Commission ref us• 
to accept the statue, events nowed w 
bewildering rapidity. Arneson gave 
back the $18,500 and sought anothe 
buyer. An offer of$50,000 from a 
Chicago resident was reported, butt 
artist preferred a local buyer. In mid 
April 1982, the Moscone bust was s1 
to Foster Goldstrom, owner of a Sa1 
Francisco art gallery, for $50,000, 
which was $12,000 more than Arne! 
would have received from the Art 
Commission. Because of the public 
interest in the work, Goldstrom saic 
would allow the piece to travel arou 
to nearby galleries for the next 10-1: 
years. 

Robert Somme1; a Professor of Arch ii 
tu re at the University of California a1 
Davis, is the author o.lseveral books, 
including Personal Space, Design 
Awareness, and Street Art. 
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J reamhouses 
:uilding the Dream: A Social 
listory of Housing in America 
y Gwendolyn Wright, Pantheon 
:ooks, 1981, 329 pp., hardbound 
18.50. Reviewed by Diane C. 
:1venstar. 

:uilding the Dream by Gwendolyn 
Vright weaves between insightful eval
lations of housing trends since Amer
:a's early settlers, and a dry and repeti
ous recitation of boring facts. As a 
1ronicler of history, pulling together 
iverse and plentiful research on 
ousing styles, Wright is masterful. As 
n entertaining writer- well , at least 
iere are the photographs. 

In the case of this book, one picture 
· worth a thousand words. Thankfully, 
v'right describes the jumble ofbric-a
rac and fashionable architectural 
rnamentation littering a typical 
1iddle-class Victorian living room-
1en captures it all in a frozen moment 
1vesdropping on Dr. 1. G. Bailey's 
ome. A woman, presumably Mrs. 
ailey, reads her newspaper, nearly lost 
1 statuary of nymphs, paintings 
ropped on easels, the bust of a mus-
. chioed gentleman and much more, 
uttered confusingly around her. Then 
fright enriches the scene with tasty 
!tail about daily use of this space, and 
JW concern for the elaborate even 
1rried to Fanny Farmer's recipe for 
1eatloaf in crackers wrapped like a box. 

It is in these moments when peo
e's lives become real , when the 
.teraction between static walls, furni
.re and noorplans is crystalized, that 
uilding the Dream shines. Here we 
impse families not so different from 
1r own, striving to make the best of 
ving social circumstances while 
:pressing individuality and pride. 

Wright also contributes with her 
rect, no punches pulled assessments 
·social , political and psychological 
nuences on housing throughout U.S. 
story. She discusses all social strata 
1d answers questions about historical 
elters that now seem removed from 
ir experience. Why were slaves 
msed in rows of barracks? So planta
in owners could maintain strict 
thority and control, squelching pos
)ility ofinsurrectionary reminders of 
'rican freedom. Unpleasant social 
otnotes are tackled squarely: planta
in owners beli eved blacks felt no 
1otions or physi cal pain; condescend
s social reformers at the turn of the 
ntury leveled tenements, displacing 
:iusands and ignoring the order and 
:irefully conceived aesthetic" within. 

At times, however, Wright 
comes bogged down in political 
planations, and presents the same 
:a redundantly. It is as if whenever 
e found rich sources of informa-
n, she couldn't resist mining them of 
!ry notation, despite their failure to 
hance the overall now and direction 
her work. Wright also tends to offer 
:o ries and ideas without sufficient 

explanation, such as her casual men
tion ofTaylorism in reference to twen
tieth century effici ency in homes, 
assuming the reader is familiar with 
the co ntent of"scientif1c management" 
Taylor pioneered . 

The most lively section of Building 
the Dream focuses on the future· rather 
than the past. Wright looks ahead to 
possibilities for housing in the 1980s, 
citing the growing power of women, 
changes in family structures, grassroots 
politics and changing economic poli
cies. The textbook-like recount of his
tory becomes a discussion of contra
dictory and complimentary social 
forces fascinating to the reader because 
they' re readily observable now. Wright 
prefers to let facts speak rather than 
directly offering her opinion, but it is 
clear she sees cooperation and assist
ance for those excluded from the tight
ening housing market as keys to 
reso lving inevitable squeezes. 

It 's unfortunate that Wright's 
assessment of the present situation 
doesn 't precede her lengthy history. If 
the dessert had come before the hearty 
but sometimes indigestible meal, 
Building the Dream might appeal not 
only to academics and those involved 
in architecture, but to anyone curious 
about their domestic surroundings . 

Diane C. Elvenstar is a social psych
ologisr and the direcrorof Leaming/ 
Communications Center. 

Feminist Housing 
The Grand Domestic Revolution 
by Dolores Hayden, MIT Press, 1981, 
384 pp. , hardbound $19.95, paperback 
$9.95. Reviewed by Laura Chase. 

The ideas of the Modern Movement, 
including faith in the liberating possi
bilities of technology and a conviction 
that the future will be better, have 
recently come into question. But 
although the present engenders pessi
mism about the future, most people 
still accept the idea of"progress": even 
if the world isn 't getting better, ideas 
and technology are at least becoming 
more sophisticated and developed. 
Dolores Hayden's book, The Grand 
Domestic Revolution, chal lenges this 
notion by reminding us that many of 
the feminist critiques of the division of 
labor and architectural revisions to 
house design that have been developed 
in our era and heralded as innovative 
have been considered before and were 
arguably superior to today's ideas. 

Hayden's impeccably researched 
book presents the history offeminist 
schemes for alternative domestic 
arrangements developed in America 
during the late 19th and early 20th 
centuries. The rapidity of change in the 
heyday of industrial capitalism pro
duced a variety of female thinkers who 
developed domestic architecture geared 
to their visions of the emerging world of 
socialized work. Hayden labels these 
thinkers "material feminists" because 
of th eir integration of economic, archi-
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tectural and feminist concerns. The 
plans they developed included kitchen
less houses, public kitchens, cooked 
food services, settlement houses, coop
erative housekeep ing arrangements, 
and entire communitarian towns. 

Concurrent with the growth of 
material feminism, however, American 
society was developing toward a stricter 
separation of home/woman's sphere, 
from wo rk/man's sphere; so the ideas 
of the material feminists were largely 
swallowed up by the entrenchment of 
the sexual division of labor and the 
ideo logical promotion of the single 
family home. Hayden points out that 
we have, as yet, developed a frag
mentary understanding of this 
en trenchment process. Although a 
well-developed critique of the sexual 
division oflabor has been formulated 
in the last two decades, Hayden points 
out that the inequities of the sexual 
division oflabor have not corres
pondingl y decreased. Likewise, the 
predominance of the single family 
home has not received enough scru
tiny. Thus, while the material feminists 
might seem timid by today's standards 
in the unwillingness to involve men in 
th e performance of domestic work, 
thei r assu mptions that people would 
readily adapt to communal livi ng seem 
utopian. Today, collective Jiving 
schemes are routinely dismissed as 
vani sh ing relics of the counterculture. 

The interest in alternative housing 
that was so important in the earlier 
years of the Modern Movement has 
recently been confmed to the periphery 
of architectu ra l debate, having been 
upstaged by questions of formali sm at 
one end and cost considerations at the 
other. Hayden chronicles develop
ments in domestic architectu ral design 
in London, New York, and Los Angeles 
in the first half of the century. The 
in novations singled out by Hayden in 
Los Angeles- the bungalow court, the 
socialist community of Llano del Rio, 
and the Schindler Kings Road house
have not served as prototypes for recent 
domestic design. The primary multi
fam ily building type in Los Angeles 
today, the townhouse condominium, 
cannot reproduce the shared com
munal spaces of its predecessor, the 
bungalow court, because cost consider
at ions dictate that new housing devel
opments occupy most of their Jots. 
Llano del Ri o prov ided a uniquely high 
level of community services to its resi
dents, a plan which has not been cop
ied by suburban new communities 
other than in the inclusion of isolated 
amenities such as a recreation center 
that cl early ad ds to the sales price of an 
individual tract home. Finally, the 
Schindler house has been primarily 
imitated for its stylistic elements of 
open plan an d indoor/outdoor integra
tion and not for its domestic rearrange
ments and intended use by two famili es. 

Hayden's presentati on of the id eas 
ofa grand domestic revolution and the 
attacks agai nst them does not fully 
explore the murky territory between 
the id eas an d their implementation, 

where an idea ei ther seems possible o 
far-fetched. All of the schemes pre
sented had a brief li fespan, if they wer 
executed at all , and were developed ir 
hosti le environment. Hayden estab
lishes that the emotional climate toda 
is similarly unreceptive to communi
tarian designs that deviate from the 
single family home norm, even thoug 
the single family home is decidedly ill 
suited to an increasing percentage of 
the populati on including singles, 
working mothers, and the elderl y. 
However, she doesn't directly confro1 
the issue of what needs to happen in 
the immediate future for elements of 
alternative domestic arrangements to 
be co nsidered acceptable rather than 
utopian. The importance of The Gran 
Domestic Revolution instead rests on 
reassertion of the socio-political com
ponents of domestic design and on it~ 
visions of what might be possible int: 
design and use of domestic space. 

Laura Chase is a planner who has 
studied early forms ofmulriple ho us in! 
in Los Angeles. 

Imperfect Guide 
The Architecture of Los Angeles 
by Pau l G!eye in collaboration with 
The Los Angeles Co nservancy, Juliu : 
Shulman, and Bruce Boehner, 
Roseb ud Books, I 98 1, 240 pp., hard
bound $35.00. Rev iewed by John 
Chase. 

The preservationi st is accustomed to 
treating buildings as examples of var; 
ous architectu ra l styles, and as arti fac 
co nnected with events and perso nal ii 
of loca l interes t. Thus, to the preserv; 
tionist, architectural history is some
times reduced to the acti vity of placir 
bui ldings in th eir proper stylistic 
pigeonhole, and naming their associ· 
ati ons to personaliti es and events. Al 
criti cal attitude becomes secondary. 

This att itude is evident in Th e 
Archirecrureof Los Angeles, by prese1 
vationist and urban planner Paul 
G!eye. In a vo lume which is one half 
textbook and one half coffee table 
picture book, Gleye does a workman 
job of summarizing previous researc 
and analys is of hi s subject. The phot 
graphs, taken mostly by Bruce Boeh1 
and Julius Shulman, are excell ent , 
although they frequ ently appea r out 
sync with the text. There are almost 
no floorplans or sections which mig 
explain internal functional or spatial 
relationships. This omi ssion might t 
understandable in a guid ebook, or a 
book devoted excl usively to arch itec 
tu ra l imagery, but it is a good deal m 
difficult to fo rgive in a book that bill 
itself as "The Story of the Architectu 
of a Great Ci ty." Even the range of 
arch itectural imagery covered is not 
quite complete, as post World War I 
pop architecture is neglected. The 
book's coverage of building types in 
South ern Ca li fo rni a architecture ha: 
gaps. While mov ie theater palaces o 
the 1920s and 30s, and World War I 
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eaux Arts office blocks are covered 
lequately, so me types of buildings 
1ch as tract housing, the great wooden 
)tels of the late nineteenth century, 
id suburban shopping mall s are 
:ipped over. 

There are sections in the book 
here GI eye seems comfortable in his 
1allenging role as historian of archi
cture in Los Angeles; the sections on 
ist World War II commercial build-
gs and the Monterey Colonial style 
e particularly good. At other points 
!eye seems out of his depth. He com
ents that the post-and-beam school of 
odern architecture has been ignored 
1 historians, and then proceeds to 
nore it himself. 

The architecture of Los Angeles in 
e larger context of national and inter-
1tional architectural history is barely 
uded to. The Los Angeles Co unty 
)Urthouse and the City Hall, both of 
89, are discussed without mention-
g the building they were modeled 
:er, Richardson's Allegheny County 
)Urthouse. Craig Ellwoud's wo rk is 
;cussed without reference to com
rable work by Mies van der Rohe. 
eye's lack of a strong critical stance 
most evident in the section on new 
;hitects in Los Angeles where he 
ems to accept the self-promotion of 
e Venice architects at face value. 

The Archirecrure ofLos Angeles is a 
:asant, if innocuous, introduction to 
e architecture of Los Angeles for th e 
:ophyte. Readers more familiar with 
: subject will fmd it does rescue some 
serving local architectural genres 
1m obscurity, but begs some of the 
Jre difficult issues. 

Im Chase is rhe aurhor of The 
jewalk Companion to Santa Cruz 
chitecture and Exterior Decoration: 
>llywood's Inside-out Houses. 

ri va te Views 
West Coast Artists 
Henry Hopkins with portraits of 
: artists by Mimi Jacobs, Chronicle 
oks,'1982, 127 pp., paperback $16.95. 
viewed by Rebecca Ellis. 

r too long the West Coast art scene 
; been under the shadow of New 
rk, dependent on East Coast ex hibi
ns, art magazines and galleries fo r 
ognition and acceptance. 50 Wesr 
'lSI Arrisrs: A Crilical Selecrion of 
'nrers and Sculptors Working in 
lifornia, is, therefore, in its own 
Jrmal way, something ofa land-
rk. It is the first such documentation 
:ontemporary California artists. 
Each individual is documented in a 

trait by photographer Mimi Jacobs. 
.s is acco mpanied by the artist's own 
:ction of a representative work and 
runent on it, together with a short 
obiographical statement. Henry 
pkins, Director of the San Francisco 
seum of Modern Art, states in his 
oductory essay that the "book can 
reated lightly, like a high school 
rbook," or taken as a "serious 

attempt to put more documentation 
of this vast creative arena down on 
paper. " He warns that the book "is not 
intended to be a tome laden with cri ti
cal content but rather a document 
which provides the reader with a chart 
for recognition." A list of the artists' 
galleries at the back of the book indi
cates where interested readers can see 
more of this art. 

The id ea for this book began with 
Mimi Jacobs. Her steadfast dedication 
to photographing arti sts encouraged 
Hopkins and San Francisco publishers 
Chronicle Books to embark on this 
joint ventu re. Jacobs took up a career 
in photography ten years ago at age 
sixty. Her portraits, all taken in natu ra l 
light, have a soft, thoughtful quality. 
Most of them capture neeting, 
unguarded moments which make them 
memorable. 

Of the 28 northern and 22 southern 
California artists Hopkins selected, 
only about half were born in the state. 
However, we still don 't expect Califor
nians to be nat ive-born, and are usually 
surpri sed when they are. Most of the 
artists are between 45 and 60 years of 
age, in mid-career. Eight are women. 
Included are Richard Diebenko rn, Sam 
Francis, Judy Chicagq, Mel Ramos and 
Peter Voulkos, to name a few of the 
most well known. 

The 50 artists represent a range of 
art and philosophies as diverse as 
California's li fes tyles. One reason for 
the state's appeal to many artists has 
been- besides its benevolent climate 
and captivating scenery-its atmosp here 
of tolerance, anonymity, and even criti
cal indifference, allowing artists to 
nourish and expand their ta lents. How, 
indeed if, this environment will change 
as "cultural parity" comes to California, 
wi ll be interesti ng to observe. 

An attractive introduction to 
California art, 50 Wesr Coasr Arrisrs is 
designed to appeal to a wide audience. 
As such it is eye-catching and accessibl e. 
Since the artists were given fa irly free 
rein of expression, their comments are 
fascinating- sometimes surprising, 
often amusing. 

Sculptor Robert Arneson remem
bers his youth: "I was born in Benicia, 
California. As a youngster I used to 
draw comic books featuring myself as a 
super sports hero. I drew while lying 
down on the front room noor, which 
often caused a pain in the chest. I 
remember spilling a bottle of black 
India ink on the carpet. Mom almost 
ruined my budding artistic career. For
tu nately Dad came to the rescue and I 
got on with the next chapter." 

Robert Irwin on his work: "I now 
work in whatever form or material that 
seems appropriate to address my ques
tions. I have become a questions 
addict. " 

Rebecca Ellis is an arr hisrorian wirh a 
special in/erest in contempora1y painling 
and.fine alts. 
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FLAVIN INSTALLATION AT HAUSERMA J 

A M ~ ~ f ~ M ~ f M ~VA~ l f WA l l 

by Hunter Drohojoska 

Phorographs by Toshi Yoshimi 



he softly lit word "Hauserman" invites the 
.sitor into a showroom luminous with rain
Jw auras of light. Neutral walls divide the 
>ace into neat geometry providing structure 
1r an environment of fluorescent color. 
he light, in turn, defines and illuminates the 
alls. This radiant installation by artist Dan 
lavin and Vignelli Associates proves to be an 
flusual example of corporate support for the 
1e arts. 

. F. Hauserman Company, designers and 
1anufacturers of interior wall systems, 
)ened a new showroom in Los Angeles' 
1cific Design Center and selected Flavin and 
[assimo and Lella Vignelli to design the 
1ace. Working collaboratively, the artists 
eated a light environment that would draw 
tention to the company's product- movable 
all systems- as well as function as an inde
:ndent work of art. The concept is a practical 
:tension of a museum without walls, the work 
"fine art displayed in a popular, commercial 
'ace. This idea comes full circle in the near 
ture when a part of the Flavin installation will 
: donated to Los Angeles' nascent Museum 
"Contemporary Art. 

1e environment itself consists of three corri
irs of light, each standing eight feet square, 
1gling back diagonally to a mirrored wall. 
ie center corridor is open, striped with ice 
ue fluorescent tubes mounted at 45 degree 
1gles. The two flanking corridors are closed 
ross the middle with tubes oflight. The 
!wer can pass through the open center corri-
1r to see the flanking corridors from two 
Terent sides. The first contains horizontal 
bes of fuschia light which reverse on the back 
le to Shell station yellow. The opposite corri
·r is divided by a screen of vertical tubes of 
~same yellow backed with acid green. The 
thest yellow tube is omitted to permit a wash 
green light of escape. 

Flavin uses light to recall aspects of painting 
and sculpture. The barriers of fluorescent tubes 
have the appearance of an abstract geometric 
canvas, an early Stella, perhaps. The halos 
of ethereal, refracted color activate the larger 
space to create a sculptural surrounding. As the 
viewer walks about the space, the open and 
closed corridors produce alternate sensations 
of confrontation and invitation. The initial 
seduction by beautiful lights dissipates and one 
is left both mesmerized and dizzy. The impact 
is exaggerated by the mirrored rear wall 
demanding acknowledgement of one's reflec
tion seen bathed in the multi-colored light. The 
complex experience is ultimately both sensu
ous and disturbing. It is this tension that 

makes the piece more intriguing and compell
ing than just a roomful of disco lights, an 
oversized lava lamp. 

The Hauserman installation seems an 
encouraging example of corporate decoration. 
Rather than purchasing the convenient and 
conventional paintings and sculptures, the 
company chose a temporal, site-specific instal
lation. The project thus becomes a collabora
tion of conceptual as well as material concerns, 
and a valuable method of integrating sophisti
cated, ephemeral work in a public space. 

Hunter Drohojowska is Art Editor of the LA Weekly 
and a contributor to Art Forum and Art in America. 





; Peter Schjeldahl EDWARD 

RUSCHA 
uscha's art 
eals with different kinds and senses of space, 
>aces measured by the eye and spaces 
1easured by the mind, 
!ld the humor of all the ways these spaces 
1ove into and out of sync. 0 

ne of the things I have enjoyed most as an art critic has been not writing 
about Ed Ruscha. More than any other contemporary artist, he is a happi
ness I've reserved for myself, a source of absolutely unreflecting pleasure 

r Schjeldahl is the senior art critic.for the 
1ge Voice, and a poet 1Vhose most recent book, 
Brute, 1Vas published by Little Caesar Press. 

and inspiration, a closet of no-browism in my art-analytical machine works. Once Ruscha 
asked me for an introduction to a book of his drawings, and that was a close call ; he and 
the publishers ended up accepting an already-written poem about Los Angeles. But 
now I'm obliged to ask myself what it is about Ruscha that makes fandom , for me, seem 
an appropriate as well as irresistible attitude. 

Ruscha represents a kind of innocence to me- an innocence that is the 
opposite of naive or unworldly, more akin to the legal definition: not guilty. Of course, 
the only people pronounced "innocent" in that way have first been arrested, booked, 
arraigned, and tried. A criminal charge was confidently tailored to "stick," but it hasn't; 
it has fallen off. These "innocents" step forth as pure and glistening as Venus, emerging 
from the half-shell of a nasty suspicion. This suspicion does not thereby disappear from 
memory but it can never threaten them again, by the rule of double jeopardy. What 
am I talking about? What crimes can possibly be associated with the career of the West 
Coast's favorite artist? 

Well , isn't being "a West Coast artist" at least a misdemeanor, to begin with? 
Many West Coast artists seem to think so, judging from the vehemence with which they 
deny being any such thing. Ruscha, by contrast, glories in it, and with good reason. His art 
and attitude and archetypal personal history (Oklahoma to Southern California) couldn't 
live and breathe so luxuriantly anywhere else. This has been stated, in one way or 
another, by almost every critic who has written about Ruscha. It is impossible to miss. 
Why can't we get a conviction on it, then? the prosecutor fumes. What is it that keeps slip
ping, like wind, out of the cultural precinct and giving jolts of recognition to people who 
never laid eyes on California? What universals get activated by this intensely local art? 

I'd like to relate the question to architecture somehow, given the fact that 
architecture is modern culture's number one licensed criminal activity. It seems obvious 
enough that Ruscha's art deals with different kinds and senses of space, spaces 
measured by the eye and spaces measured by the mind, and the humor of all the ways 
these spaces move into and out of sync. But that's just the game-playing part. What's 
uncanny is how specific, though indefinable, the ambience of each work feels. I fanta
size that a sufficiently virtuosic, intuitive architect could look at any Ruscha and come up 
with the idea of a space- a room or outdoor area, if not a whole structure with plumbing, 
etc. - attuned to its nuance of mood and style. Maybe the architect would reinvent the 
exact same space in which it was conceived. 

A Ruscha cannot, in any case, be imagined coming into being just any old 
way, just anywhere. It presents itself as the result, the concretion, of an environment and 
state of mind tantalizingly almost guessable: the neighborhood, the slant of light, the 
blood-level of caffeine or alcohol or whatever .. .. It's a kind of abstracted naturalism, as 
if the place and circumstance of the work were its real author, addressing some place 
and circumstance elsewhere, or everywhere. The notion that a particular person is 
responsible- Ed Ruscha the honest craftsman, the layout-and-design man- doesn't scan. 
Valery said poetry is written by someone other than the poet to someone other than the 
reader. That's Ruscha for you: dumb jokes that grow in the idle mind on banal afternoons 
until they seem identical with those afternoons, as big and impersonal as weather. 

cominued on page 26 
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He is the archeologist of language, 
dusting off words and phrases 
from the rubble of a syntactically shattered culture, 
like so many keystones of meaning 
leveled by an ancient catastrophe. 

Hollywood Tantrum, 1979 
pas tel 
23 x 29 inches 

Silicones, Sideburns, 1979 
pastel 
23 x 29 inches 

The only other Los Angeles artist I like as much as Ruscha is Raymond 
Chandler, the poet of being in the wrong place at the wrong time, every time. If Ruscha 
were a character in a Chandler novel, what would he be? A corpse, probably. Philip 
Marlowe would keenly have described the elephant-treed, 1920s court where Ruscha 
has his studios. Getting no answer to his knock, Marlowe nudges the door, which swin1 
open- and there's old Ed, a beautifully tailored stiff, his face a study in handsome repos1 
lacking only the slow watchfulness that used to make everyone so nervous and impresse 
Well, the point is that Chandler could never imagine a living character as interesting as 
Ruscha or as himself. Otherwise he would have been Dostoevsky. He would have 
been "serious." 

The exploitation of an extraordinary talent strictly for fun and diversion in 
"easy" forms is a crime of which the Grand Inquisitor suspects Chandler and Ruscha. 
But the more our divine prosecutor inspects the accumulating evidence, the less he like 
his case. Who is to say that fun can't be serious? Look where we are, for chrissakes: 
Los Angeles. If you're not having fun here, I mean actively and alertly enjoying yoursel 
you're in a kind of trouble never dreamed of by the Russian peasantry. Without a 
pleasurably focused subjective attitude, you're a wreck, pal. Chandler laid down the L.1 
cognito: I wisecrack, therefore I am. Ruscha goes along with this principle of self-enter
taining hostility, though at a higher, disembodied (no Marlowe) artistic level. If moderr 
art means anything, it's not having to deal with demands like plot and plausibility. 
Ruscha can have a murder without murderer, weapon, or even victim. Try going to a 
jury with that. 

0 nly in his painting The Los Angeles County Museum on Fire (1965-8), 
that I can think of, has Ruscha openly uncorked his violence. That particu 
Jar arson charge seems to me beatable by appeals to revolutionary justice 

and the muse of architectural criticism, but the act was uncharacteristically hysterical. 
More usually, Ed the Knife seems disciplined by the stricture "Don't get mad, get even. 
Through it all , he polishes innumerable aliases and alibis. His aliases include the 
plodding herr professor taxonomist of the architectural jungle, putting parking lots, 
banks, gas stations, condos, and Eve1y Building on Sunset Strip into hunky-dory order. 

He is also the archeologist of language, dusting off words and phrases fro1 
the rubble of a syntactically shattered culture, like so many keystones of meaning level( 
by an ancient catastrophe. 

To be happy in Southern California is to be on friendly terms with the 
physical, cultural, metaphysical Void. Good Los Angeles artists can be divided into 
those like Robert Irwin for whom the Void comes drifting in from the sea, with a scent 
of the Orient, and those like Ruscha for whom it spills over the mountains with 
memories of prairie and desert heartland, 100-mph straight shoots on empty two-lanes 
and skies like thought balloons in cartoons God drew. Ruscha likes what happens 
when the Void is violated by language, as in the lithograph I'm looking at right now, 
on my wall: an expanse of empty horizon with, in the middle, the tiny words 
"KANSAS, OKLAHOMA" It' s the comma that kills me, breaking my American hear 
as cleanly as the common border of Kansas and Oklahoma abstractly ruptures the 
sublime continuity of universal space, universal possibility. Not that Ruscha is protesti 



-onson Tropics, 1965 
aphite drawing 
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' Los Angeles Counry Museum on Fire, 1968 
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Chandler laid down the L.A. cognito: 
I wisecrack, therefore I am. 
Ruscha goes along with this principle of 
self-entertaining hostility, 
though at a higher, disembodied artistic level. 

Like any true outlaw, he loves laws, because they give him his orientation. He'd be 
miserable in a state of anarchy. 

Ruscha is a wit, then, rather than a satirist. He does not stand apart from 
his cultural environment, but lets it penetrate, implicate, civilize him. This is the precon
dition for his work's absolutely thrilling lack of any redeeming moral, social, or other
wise critical value whatsoever. He's so mixed up with the world he views that he 
couldn 't shoot at it without hitting himself in the foot, and he knows it. His mainspring 
is the mere despicable necessity of personal survival, in a world ganged up against it. 
I'm not talking "macho artist" here, that being one of the West Coast's more readily 
negotiable fake personas. I'm not talking ego, just humble, dumb self-possession and 
self-enjoyment against tall odds, not caving in to the world 's definition of oneself 
and also not withdrawing. 

I think I'm in the vicinity of why I'd rather not write about Ruscha, rather 
not make him an object of my professional function. He is more valuable to me as a 
spiritual companion or guide. When I first spent some months in Los Angeles I drove 
the streets in psychic pain, suffering the bends of popping into the bright vacancy after 
many years in New York's pressurized medium. Then I'd see something and think, "That 
reminds me of a Ruscha" or "I'll bet Ruscha would like that" -or not even looking at 
anything, just getting the sympathetic quaver of a Ruscha-like attitude, a sweet stabiliza
tion of in-here and out-there. And, though I continued to feel completely screwed up, 
I didn' t feel quite so forlorn. Since then, I've found a lot of things to like about Los 
Angeles, but nothing to match the fact that it is Ruscha country. In New York, his talent 
would have been forced into a narrow channel-like Saul Steinberg's, say. In Los Angeles, 
he gets to be a complete, great artist, a Dillinger of the modern imagination. 



Ruscha is a wit, then, rather than a satirist. 
He does not stand apart from his cultural environment, 
but lets it penetrate, implicate, civilize him. 

Wadda World This lz, 1982 
pastel on paper 
23 x 29 inches 

Angel and Devil Perce111ages, 1982 
pastel on paper 
38 x 50 inches 
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se #I, 1962-63 
1phite on paper 
x 40 inches 

1ard Singerman, a Los Angeles critic, is a regular 
'ributorro Art Forum. 

0 s E s 
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE PAINTER AND HIS MARK 

Ed Moses has always made good-looking 
paintings. The critical "book" on him is that try 
as he might-and he does- he cannot escape his 
taste and its symptomatic elegance. Perhaps 
this elegance is just purism, or maybe it's a per
sonal battle with the tasteful romanticism that 
modernism has tried to destroy. But the 
conflict is always present in his work. 

Moses' contribution to the Los Angeles County 
Museum of Art's bicentennial exhibition, 
"Seventeen Artists in the Sixties" typified the 
dilem.ma. In contrast to the familiar signatures 
of Sam Francis and Richard Diebenkorn or the 
high chroma and machined products of his 
more immediate peers, Ed Moses ' pieces, a 
series of modest and unfamiliar drawings, 
seemed both out of place and out of time. 

The Rose Drawings shown at LACMA date 
from 1963. Taking their collective title and 
shared motif from the pattern of a Mexican oil
cloth, the drawings consist of a simplified 
flower repeated across the paper and finally 
buried in a dense field of close pencil hatching. 
Moses' obsessive drawing, with its smooth 
and leaden glossiness, creates a palpable sur
face that lies in conscious contrast to the rough 
absorbancy of the paper. Monochromatic on 
handmade and separate surfaces, the Rose 
Drawings are characteristically Moses in spite 
of their unfamiliarity. They acknowledge his 
ongoing concern with line. He continues to 
build his work- paintings as well as drawings
with a line that is neither outline nor gesture. 
It is simply a mark, a statement of presence 
and a record of placement. 

The unfamiliarity of the Rose Drawings and 
their curious out-of-place-ness are, again, 
typically Moses. Their uncomfortable position 
at LACMAsymbolizes Moses' equally uncom
fortable position in the Los Angeles art world. 
Jeremy Gilbert-Rolfe wrote of his work that it 
retained "the funky look of West Coast art 
while adopting an Atlantic, analytic involve
ment with pictorial morphology." 

Moses undermined his position in the art 
world with three paintings- one red, one 
yellow, one blue- that continue to control his 
public image and critical reception. Exhibited in 
New York and Los Angeles in 1979, the five 
foot square monochromes were too late for 
their Atlantic audience, and were suspect on 
their home turf, in an art community that 
depends on an active eschewing of the main
stream for its dignity. 

Moses' monochromes are polemical and lit
erary paintings. They exist as explanations, 
defining painting-as Moses does in print- by 
naming and enumerating its parts : "one color, 
two dimensions, one surface." This definition 
ties the monochromes to the Rose Drawings; 
they share not only Moses ' concern for surface 
but also his mark. He defines painting as the 
record of the act of painting, as placed paint. In 
spite of their closed and hermetic surfaces, the 
monochromes lie closer to Abstract Express
ionism than to painting-as-object of minimal 
art. In a sense, they are literal action pieces. 

With the works that follow the monochromes, 
Moses makes the act of painting an explicit 
part of his definition. The four panel paintings 
are a compendium of painting acts; each panel 
is a discrete surface and a separate piece of 
action. Moses works each plane individually 
and quickly, without stepping back and com
posing. He stains, splatters, rolls and over
paints one layer with another, or scrapes and 
sands through to layers beneath. In a number 
of panels, he mixes two incompatible media
oil-base and water-base paints. Each resists 
and bounds the other, and the resulting work 
is an image and its opposite. The swirled paint 
becomes a pointed reference not only to the act 
of painting, but also to Abstract Expression
ism and its gestures, with Moses' version being 
gesture manque. 



Th e following quo1es were ex1rac1ed/ im 11 a discussion 
between Ed Moses, Frank Ge/11y and 1he Edi!ors. 

Although strident, the mark lacks the convic
tion and direction of the heroic or historical. 
Held back from the courageous by its size and 
position, its intentions are experimental. 
Moses' mark, done from the wrist rather than 
the _body, is more detail than gesture. 

Since 1975, Moses has conducted an ongoing, 
if sporadic, restatement of the architecture of 
painting- its support. At the Texas Gallery in 
1978, he hung two opposing walls with newly 
constructed panels. Framed with two-by-fours, 
covered with sheetrock, spackled and taped, 
each of Moses' panels was a scale model of the 
wall on which it was hung. Each was notched 
on one corner, echoing the room 's entrances, 
and hung upside down so that the replicated 
passageway was diagonally across from its 
prototype. Part of each surface was primed 
and painted in decorator colors- one pink, the 
other turquoise. The rest was left obviously 
mudded. Over the fmished half, with the tools 
with which it was painted- a roller and a paint 
pad- Moses added an awkward arabesque, a 
deliberately amateurish, meandering swirl. His 
swirl mimics and almost becomes grafftti, a 
mark that like the gesture states the identity of 
its maker along with its own identity as mark 
and act. The grafftti 's message is that painting is 
partly painting out- defacing. 

The first exhibition of the raw wood paintings
Moses ' most recent works- coincided with the 
bicentennial exhibition at LACMA With 
these, Moses substitutes raw mahogany sheet
ing for stretched canvas, a support with ques
tionable allegiances and obvious familiarity. 
The new support has its roots in his Texas Gal
lery walls and, like them, is impermeable. The 
wood's visual and physical density and its 
strident identity deny the paint entrance, leav
ing it on the surface as, once again, an act. 

Like the four panel paintings, the raw wood 
paintings are a compendium of acts, only 
increasingly intricate. Worked individually, 
then joined, the panels are sprayed, sanded, 
spattered, overpainted and drybrushed. They 
recall earlier paintings that were masked, 
gridded and striped. 

In 1978, I made some walls at the Texas Galle1y. I decided to make wall paintings, but thf 

walls were not going to be hand-me-down walls given to me by architects or museums or 

galleries. I wanted to make a real place that couldn 't be denied, so I made the wall paintin 

out qfregular wall materials. My idea was to paint the walls out and to paint something 

else in. ! wasn 't using "art " materials: it was a wall painting that took on the identity ofth 

wall, that would do something to the environment. I used primer coat, then I added color 

with wall paint to dc;face the wall. It was meant to be the mark qf the person who made it; 

rather than being a physical exercise in painting or identifj;ing a cultural notion, it would 

extend a cultural notion. 

Wall pieces for Texas Gallery, 1978 
acrylic and house paint on dry wa ll 



IC series, 1981 
ylic on canvas 
x 11 inches 

>wever, unlike the investigative and polemi
stance of the four panel paintings, the raw 

1od paintings are stately and elegant. Bal-
:ed and symmetrical, colored and "finished" 
the wood's rich tone, they recall medieval 
=tr screens and patterns of Navajo blankets. 
ey share both their handsomeness and refer
:e to the past, to a ritual ordering. 

)Ses' index of painting processes reads as a 
vey of accidents, the inadvertent residue of 
. king something else. His wooden armature 
he stuff of walls, floors and tables. It's an 
na of oversprayed shadows and leftover pat
ns of work long since removed, or accumu
:d: the quick dry strokes of an habitual act of 
ining paint out of a brush. 

You can actually make things that are perishable, that don't have to lastforeve1: Wall 

paintings are the most powe1ful kind of natural tribal instinct by kids, territorially reacting 

and responding with viscious drawings on the walls. When they.first put their graffiti on the 

walls, people were really mad. The kids were putting their mark down in a really primitive 

way. I'd like to make paintings that could hit that hard but I can't. I'm comingfrom a 

different angle; I'm not a primitive or a street person. 

In the most recent of the raw wood paintings, 
Moses has temporarily settled on a centered 
and hierarchic five panel format with a particu
lar mark. The middle panel is often processed
smeared, squeegeed or sanded. The outer 
panels are marked with an irregularly spaced 
and overlapping pattern of four long parallel 
stripes, an inch wide and an inch apart, 
anchored at the panel's edge. The parallel bars 
are the residue of Moses' stencil. He fashions 
them by painting strips of one inch lath, three 
dimensional wooden "things" that make their 
absence felt more clearly than masking tape. 
But the image he manufactures with them is an 
undeniable statement of presence-presence in 
the painting and presence in the world. In size, 
spacing and number, Moses' parallel bars are 
fingers, and his mark is a handprint, a shared 
and perceptible symbol that still avoids over
statement. Moses' hand is simply the act of 
manufacture; it stops short of manuscript. 
Acknowledging, even separating, it does 
not name. 

Moses' hand on the wall is tied not only to 
graffiti's declaration of individuali ty in a public 
place, but to the crude figures on the cave walls 
of prehistory. The cave painter fashioned paint
ings which became spiritual and cultural bonds 
with future societies. The graffitist fashions 
painting as an immediate, uncontrollable, 
declaration of the individual. It is through his 
mark that Moses and his line are united. 
Neither out of place nor out of time, they reflect 
the central paradox of modernist thinking . 



Installation for Rico Mi zuno Gallery, Los Angeles 

f decided I was going to make a "sky piece" 

in the Rico Mizuno Galle1y. f wanted to 

make high walls that you would look through 

so the sky would be like a.flat plane above. 

771e galle1y walls weren 't high enough, and 

the ceiling was pitched, so f pulled the ceil

ing out, exposing the raw wood above. Then 

f inserted new walls, red~fining the space. 

J.1.1J en f took the fi rst layer of tarpaper qff, 

the light came through these slots and set up 

and described the space in a totally weird 

way. It was f illed with light. I threw rice 

polishings up in the ai1; and they would stay 

suspended in the light rays f or a long time. 

You could just walk through thisforest qf 

light rays; it was uncanny. When you would 

look up, if an ai1plane or a bird went by, the 

sky would take on a kind qf volume and 

space that would recede then dissipate. ft 

could be aj lat plane of blue or blue grey, 

then it would shift when something cam e 

across and brought in a reality orientation. 



apal/e1 Wine1y, St. Helena, California, 1969. 
:signed by Je!Trey Lindsay, architect, and Ed Moses. 
:sign consultant: Erickson/Massey. 

The original concept for the winety was a sod covered volume, like a hill or a mound. Late1; 

it became a three sided pyramid with the faces pulled apart covered with uncultivated, 

natural terrain. It sits in the valley, alien, but part of the landscape because of its covering. 

At the edges of the pyramid are slots coming down to three big doors made out of giant wine 

casks. Jt'hen the doors open, you go in and f loating at the apex of the pyramid is a glass 

cube, the wine-tasting room. Outside the room, two balconies face the vineyards, and one 

faces Lake Benyessa. 



M-2, 1979 
alkyd and oil on canvas 
24 x 89 inches 
co llection of Inga and Larry Horner 

R-0-IG-RR. 1979 
alkyd and oil on canvas 
24 x 96 inches 

I rented a big billboard on Rose Avenue and Main Street in Venice and had it painted 

partly institutional green. It was plywood and had one notch cut out. I would take friends b. 
and point it out. They'd look at it and say, "it so1t of looks like one of your paintings," or 

something like that. That's all they'd say. It was a nice piece. 





El Pedrega/, the residential subdivision designed by Luis Barragan. 

Approach to the house. 

L.:,,_ 

The Death of 
.luan O'Gorman 

Photographs by Marvin Rand 

by Esther McCoy 

Library, University of Mexico, 
designed by Juan O'Gorman. 



is fitting to be writing a last story on Juan O'Gorman in . 
lrts & Architecture, where my first one on him appeared in 

.ugust 1951 . The Mexican architect and artist, best known for 
is mosaic-covered library at the University of Mexico, died 1n 
anuary in San Angel. His fantasy house in the Pedregal was part 
fan issue on Mexican domestic architecture, which included 
story on Luis Barragan's land planning and landscaping for the 
ew residential development, Los Jardines del Pedregal. 

arragan had seen the austere beauty in the ten-square-mile 
va flow which had been left by the eruption of Xitle three 
10usand years before, and his program for the development 
:tempted to safeguard it. Two thirds of the land was always to 
:i in open space; homeowners could remove no more than 
) percent of the lava, and this from only the top cap of the 
0-foot thick basaltic blanket. He specifically protected the ten
:ir green palo loco trees and other natives growing out of the 
Jmus collected over the centuries in the crevices of the lava. 

'Gorman's site in the Pedregal was at the edge of the devel
)ment. near the road leading to the new campus of the 
niversity of Mexico. He had bought the most unlikely spot in all 
1e Pedregal for his house. The back part was a stormy sea of 
va, rising in waves as high as 20 feet; the middle part falling 
to deep declivities, rills and hollows. The only near level 
Jrtion was at the front, where tradition required a gate house. 

Jt O'Gorman had an x-ray eye, an eye tutored by the cross
ictional terrain of Guanajuato, the silver city where his father 
as chief engineer of the mines when Juan was a child; a city 
·amatically composed on many levels, with elegant neo-classi-
11 houses backed up against a high cliff, artisans' shops 
·owing out of rock, and streets like roller coasters; a city 
deed in which the zero point in the elevation was ever in flux . 

All of which may explain the layered compositions in many of 
O'Gorman's murals and easel paintings. 

The deep cave and natural grotto that O'Gorman found at the 
back of the two-acre site became two walls and part of the roof 
of the living room. The interior was lighted by French doors on 
two sides and a skylight over the grotto at the entrance. An 
opening on one wall was enlarged to make a fireplace. The top 
of the natural cave was extended to form roof and ceiling, the 
roof becoming a terrace off the second floor bedrooms. 

The core of the plan was a spiral form which coiled up over the 
roof and terminated in a profile of the Rain God Chae, the inner 
surface of the spiral a winding stair whose treads cantilevered 
from the rock. From the second floor terrace were cantilevered 
steps leading to a detached studio for Helen O'Gorman, an artist 
and botanist who wrote and illustrated a book on Mexican 
native plants. From her studio the steps continued to O'Gorman's 
studio above the bedrooms. 

At the opposite end, the terrace wound up to a small cave, and 
near it steps had been cut into the rock to lead down the steep 
bank to the middle section of the lot. Later O'Gorman built a 
studio for himself there. He picked a low point which was 
protected from a road winding up to the house by a lusciously 
planted declivity. 

Most visitors came on foot from the entrance gate, and although 
the pebble-paved road to the house is short, the extraordinary 
planting, the curves and changes of level make it long and 
eventful. At first one sees nothing but the planting, then as the 
road rises one looks down into the declivity and sees an ancient 
Aztec sculpture enshrined in green ; it is a moment before the 
eye continues to the lower point where O'Gorman's studio is half 
hidden because of the reflection of trees in the glass of the 
top section of the catenary arch and the moss growing on the 
curved roof. It could be mistaken for a natural berm. Then the 
misty color at the end of the road strengthens and takes form. 
It is the house, completely covered with mosaics. 

But in 1951 when I first saw it. many of the mosaics were 
lacking on the exterior-only the interiors were finished . The walls 
were the purple-black or gray of the lava, some of cut stone, 
others cast in place by nature's baroque agent, Xitle. It was May 
third, the Day of the Masons, when all buildings under construc
tion were decorated with a cross and garlands in tribute to 
Santa Cruz, patron saint of the masons, who protects the house 
from evil. The cross crowned the head of the rain god at the end 
of the spiral. It was magnificent as it was . Then I saw the 
mosaics on the wall of the grotto. The constant shift in scale 
was an act of poetry : a butterfly reigned over the dog, the 
dog outweighed the jaguar. 

Each year when I ret urned more mosaics had been added to the 
exterior; on the parapet walls appeared parades of animals, of 
symbols from prehispanic cultures, figures from myth and the 
folk arts. The entrance became ceremonial: flanking it were two 
mosaic Judases, drawn from the papier-mache figures strung 
with fireworks, paraded and mocked and set afire in Mexica n 
villages at the end of Easter Week. Above the French doors were 
glass areas in the shape of truncated pyramids; crowning these 
was the spread eagle on the parapet. 

I often stayed in O'Gorman's top floor studio when I was in 
Mexico, and on the first morning when I looked out of the two 
eye-shaped windows I saw that the studio had been oriented to 
the great volcanos, the Sleeping Woman and Popocatepetl, just 
as prehispanic and colonial buildings recognized their presence 
in the orientation. I noticed something else-in the foreground, 
between the volcanos (surely not by chance) was framed the 
mosaic-covered stacks of the library on the campus. 



Terrace over living room. 

Living room. 



;rd level study. 

Jrman's studio. 

In the morning air the muted colors were part of the landscape. 
They were indeed landscape colors : O'Gorman had spent many 
months searching throughout Mexico for his palette for the 
mosaics, often traveling by burro to remote quarries. The nine 
colors he selected were from quarries all over Mexico-the only 
color not a volcanic or sedimentary rock was the mineral blue. 

The house was more than a delicate exercise in fitting living and 
working spaces to a billowing site. It was a laboratory for testing 
color of the rocks and scale of the figures for the library walls . 

O'Gorman was 45 before he executed his first stone mosaic 
murals, although at age 17 he had painted his first mural. He had 
learned painting from his father, Cecil Crawford O'Gorman, a 
Sunday painter born in Dublin and educated in England in mining 
and chemical engineering, who came to Mexico in the 1890s 
to visit an uncle. The uncle was an erstwhile consul to Mexico, 
who had married into a prominent Mexican family. Cecil 
O'Gorman followed in his steps. He married his uncle's daugh
ter, and they settled in the pleasant suburb of Coyoacan, where 
Juan, one of three children, was born. 

Juan was promised to medicine, as his ·brother was to philos
ophy. But as Juan left his classes in anatomy he stopped to 
watch Diego Rivera and Jose Clemente Orozco painting murals 
on the courtyard walls. When he had learned all he could he 
found a pulqueria wall and painted his own mural. He broke the 
news to his father that he wanted to be a painter; Cecil 
O'Gorman made a pact with him: he could switch to architecture 
if after he finished his studies he would build him a house. ~ 

In architecture Juan fell under the spell of Le Corbusier, and 
upon his graduation built the first three modern houses in 
Mexico in 1930-one for his father, one for Diego Rivera and one 
for himself. In 1932 he was appointed by the Ministry of Public 
Education to direct the design and building of 30 public schools, 
all in the International Style. 

He moved easily from architecture to mural painting to easel 
painting, doing panels for the Mexico City airport and walls for a 
Patzcuaro library. As he discovered Frank Lloyd Wright, and 
became steeped in prehispanic forms, he abandoned the Inter
national Style. (His first study for the library was a truncated 
pyramid in lava rock, and when it was rejected, he accepted the 
boxlike stacks on condition that he could cover the walls with 
murals .) 

After the library came commissions for mosaics for walls of two 
public buildings, a wall in Taxco and then murals for Chapultepec 
Castle. But by 1965 the endless hours in cold and heat on 
scaffolds painting murals and correcting the color of mosaics 
had begun to affect his health. Reluctantly the O'Gormans 
decided to sell the house and move back to their small house in 
San Angel. By then the mosaic house in the Pedregal had 
become a national cultural asset; although not registered with 
the Secretaria del Patrimonio Nacional for preservation, its wide 
publication in books and periodicals brought thousands of 
foreign visitors. 

The O'Gormans awaited a buyer who would preserve it and allow 
the public to view it. The "right" buyer miraculously appeared
Helen Escobedo, director of the art gallery at the school of 
architecture at the University of Mexico, whose father, an attor
ney, taught at the law school. She agreed verbally to preserve it, 
and the house changed hands in July 1969. By the end of the 
year most of it had been destroyed. 

When I heard about it, I telephoned Juan. Outwardly he accepted 
the loss stoically in the tradition of the true Mexican who 
fraternizes with death, accepting disaster with brave jokes. 



The mask cracked when he wrote me a month later, in Januar\ 
1970: " I really have to tell someone in this world about it 
because it has caused me a trauma that I must get over. This 
house was, I consider, the only true creative work that I have 
done. " 

He recounted how he had been duped by Helen Escobedo. "St 
assured both Helen and me that she would not destroy the 
house. 'I am no barbarian,' she said. One week after she bougt 
the house she started to demolish it .. . The demolition was 
done in such haste that she didn't wait for a permit. There is a 
six-story building being finished on the other side of the stree1 
and with the high wall and the noise of construction the demo 
tion was well under way before the inspectors noticed. The cit 
ordered her to stop and to file plans of intended building ." 

"After construction stopped and an outcry rose," Juan continw 
"Helen Escobedo admitted that she had planned to build on th 
site a house 'to be designed by an architecture student as he 
went along . . . without plans."' Helen Escobedo's father provE 
to be "a rough customer," pointing out that there was no writt 
agreement to preserve the house. There were veiled threats 
that if the O'Gormans made trouble they would not be paid th1 
balance of the agreed price. 

Juan's postscript was a request for me to "send copies of 
whatever is published about the house so I can add them to tt 
history of the events of my life." 

After that, I heard little but sad news about Juan. His health c1 
tinued to deteriorate until he had to give up painting the mura 
at the Chapultepec Castle, and finally even easel painting was 
difficult. 

On January 8th this year Juan gave up the struggle. He took t 
life. Decisively. This time the mask would not crack. The act tc 
place in the garden, so the benevolent spell the masons had 
put on the house in 1930 went unbroken. 

He lay in state in Belles Artes, whose walls over the years had 
accommodated a show of landscapes by Cecil O'Gorman, the 
watercolors of Helen O'Gorman's native Mexican flowers and 
plants, and the paintings of Juan-tender, sardonic, layered, 
mocking and filled with the wonder and bravery and bloodshE 
and anger of Mexico. But there was nothi'ng in Juan's Mexico 
evil and brutal as Helen Escobedo who, "with malignant and 
abandoned heart," as 18th century law books describe murdE 
did willfully destroy a living and unique work of art. 

Esther McCoy is a Contributing Editor of Arts and Architecture. She h< 
written extensively on California architecture and her publications incl 
Five California Architects, Richard Neutra, and Vienna to Los Angele: 
Two Journeys. 
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?hotography Is Alive 

·ographs by Tom Vi11e1z 
vorks SX-70 Polaroid pri/1/s 
ec1io11 of/he ar1is1 

S1ephen Spende1; April 9, 1982 
35 x 30 inches 

Drawing with a 
Camera: 

Recent Work 
by 
David Hockney 



Alben and Geo1ge Clark, April 14, 1982 
35 x 30 inches 

In FebruG1y, March and April of this year, 

David Hockney undertook a series of drawings 

using a Polaroid SX-70 Camera. At that time, he 

met with Fred Hoffman to discuss some of the 

ideas underlying these works. These comments 

are exce1ptedji-om their discussions. 

Accompanying my exhibition, "Looking at 
Pictures in a Book," at the National Gallery o 
Art in London last July, I wrote an essay dis
cussing why we take such delight in pictures, 
and why a reproduction may or may not give 
the same "buzz" we experience from a pain ti 
As I noted, "the connection between the 
ideas that can be communicated in painting, 
experience that can be shared by paintings, 
things painting can do that other arts canot d1 
is what we delight in." When you look at a 
drawing of a seated figure, for instance, and 
there is distortion used, it doesn't read as dis
tortion. Rather, you look at it and think that'5 
how people sit- that it's true to life. So, in a 
sense, the distortion denies what I call one-ei 
fixity. Picasso had two eyes, he never botherE 
with the one-eye effect, never. That's what w; 
marvelous about him. Even in his very natur 
istic pictures, he did not use a one-eye view
point. This, to me, makes for a richer experie1 
than photography, because it's magically clo5 
to how we really see. 

In the same essay I went on to suggest that 
photographs depicting illusionary space are 
more stylized than we think. We tend to thin 
that what photographers depict is "true," tha 
photographs tell us the truth. I suggested 
that we a re being naive in believing this, that 
isn' t the truth at al l. The photograph has ma1 
flaws, especially the one-eye viewpoint. In 
another 50 or I 00 years, photographs are bo1 
to look stylized because we won't look at 
things in the same way. A traditional or, as I I 
to call it, "old fashioned" photograph doesn' 
tell us how we look. Drawing and painting te 
us a great deal more, and certain ly have sine< 
Cubism. 

I have never asked photographers what they 
thought of Cubism; and until now it's never 
occurred to anyone that Cubism has had no 
influence on photography. Why didn' t it hav 
any influence? Because photographers coulc 
never escape their one-eye thinking. It all ha: 
do with being there. There's nothing fixed at 
even the idea of something being beautiful i1 
itself. Visual artists point this out, poets poin 
it out first ; and these verify that it's true. It is 
the process of looking that one finds beauty, 
not in the object we are looking at. 

In putting these ideas into photographs, it 
amazed me what happened. It solved some 
problems and raised a lot more. First of all, I 
could get away from the idea that the one-ey 
photograph is true to our experience. My 
photographs are closer to what we experienc 
when we look- which is what any picture ml 
be about. It isn' t about a real thing, it is aboL 
going beyond the surface of things. The 
moment we've broken the idea that the pho 
graph, the same old picture, is not the truth, 
we've smashed alot of other beliefs as well. 

I'm beginning to think that the beauty of a 
thing is in the process oflooking, not in wha 
seen. If you think abo ut it, this has very com 
cated implications. Other artists, such as Va1 
Gogh, have told us this. His subject matter 
could be anything. It was the process, not th 



?go1y, March 31, 1982 
12 x 13 112 inches 

n beginning to think 
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that the beauty of a thing 

is in the process of looking, 

not in what 
is seen. 

image, that was important. The image must be 
connected with the process in the sense that it 
makes you feel the process . 

What I've essentially discovered, then, is that 
the camera is a medium, and, as such, the 
results one achieves have more to do with the 
mind, with how we see and think, than with the 
camera. This means that the medium has been 
put in its place and we are free to do what we 
want with it. In a sense, nobody has truly 
explored the medium, assuming that it was a 
fLXed eye. Even I assumed this and therefore 
felt that there were many flaws . Well, you deal 
with the flaws only through the fLXed eye. This 
is why I told Polaroid that you could do even 
more with a slightly smaller camera, about two-

thirds the image size, than the size the camera 
is now. Then you could get closer to the process 
of true seeing. It's an amusing paradox. 

Another thing I realized in doing these works, 
especially the portraits, was how they related to 
drawing. The first few photographs were mostly 
of inside my house and o utside at the pool. 
With the first portrait, I was very excited 
because there were many decisions to be made, 
and the more pictures there were, the more 
highly selective the process became. The 
choices multiplied. Then I realized that this was 
exactly like drawing where the choices of what 
to draw and how to depict something are 
enormous. These photographs are especial ly 
like drawing because I was making decisions 
about how to depict space, surfaces, textures, 
and many other things. This is all part of a big
ger process oflooking very hard at something, 
and thinking how to represent it: "Shall I 
emphasize the color, shall I emphasize the line, 
the texture, shall I focus here or there, etc." 
No matter what it is you're photographing, 
there are always ten things yo u could make out 
of it, and this is exactly like drawing. As a joke, I 
suggested that the title of these works should 
be "Drawing with a Camera." Then I suggested 
"From Today Photography Is Dead"; but now 
that I've thought about it I refer to them jok
ingly as "From Today Photography Is Alive." 
This is more to the point because it plays on a 
famous quotation about painting that we know 
wasn't true anyway. 
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-he Greenhouse 
y Esther McCoy 

otog rop hs by Vic toria Mihich 

The number of women architects increases 
every year, but as relatively few have their own 
offices. it is not easy to determine the roles 
they play in the design process. In large offices, 
where many have jobs, their work is usually 
indistinguishable from that of the men. Unisex 
usually starts in school where women students 
want to be judged not as women but as archi
tects. but as the only rule of judgment was 
set up by men, women suppress certain 
characteristics that are purely feminine. 

"We are brainwashed in school," Ena 
Dubnoff (USC, 1960) said. "Women design 
more intuitively and emotionally, men more 
intellectually, and although the results may be 
similar, the process is different. Men think of 
windows intellectually in terms of view, the 
light coming in, and the patterns; women 
experience the view, the light and the patterns." 

Milica Dedijer-Mihich recalled that 
when she came to USC in 1960 from the 
school of architecture at the University of 
Belgrade, where half her class was women, 
she had three strikes against her. "I was a 
woman, I had a foreign accent, and I was mar
ried." She tried to design boldly like her peers. 
It was a role she slipped out of often. 

"For the th ird year design project for 
housing in the Hollywood Hills," she recalled, 
"I used poured-in -place concrete, with curves, 
to allow more sun in the apartments. All the 
men used steel. They were embarrassed when 
I put my drawings up. They averted their 
eyes. They were too polite to give me a crit." 
She laughed good humoredly as she finished 
the story. 

Women seem to have been given 
greater responsibility in English and Italian 
offices, although the rare instance in which a 
woman was raised to a principal in the office 
is t hat of (Franco) Albini and (Franca) Helg. 
One encouraging straw in the wind came from 
a touching revelation in Architectural Design's 
issue on women in architecture that women 
took their babies to the office in their prams. 

What a woman brings to a design is 
illustrated here in the most autobiographical of 
building types: a house for one's self. There 
is indeed the presence of a woman. You hear 
the voice of a woman in the program ; it reads 
a little like a life support system for host and 
fetus. Dedijer charges the house to produce its 
own heat, to distill its own drinking water, to 
build a rain water reserve for the drip irrigation 
of vegetables grown in the two-story project
ing greenhouse to feed a family of four. The 
children are aged five and seven. The father is 
architect Glen Small , widely known for his 
famous "Green Machine" megastructure and 
Biomorphic Biosphere. 



Small and Dedijer have rarely worked 
together, although now they both teach at 
SCI -ARC. His office is on the ground level of 
the house and hers on a balcony above the 
kitchen . (A bit of symbolism.) 

There was little discussion about who 
would design the house. By the time they 
could afford the 30 by 60 foot substandard 
city lot in Venice, overlooking the terminal (and 
graveyard) for city buses, the budget afforded 
little beyond basic shelter. There was very 
little chance that they would be able to get 
financing on the kind of universa l systems 
design that Small was then engrossed in, so 
he deferred to Dedijer. 

Dedijer spent more time in re sea rch 
than on the board; the heliodon tests to deter
mine the orientation; model building to 
demonstrate to the city that the multi - layered 
space was only two stories; and of course the 
study of existing alternative energy systems, 
the adaptation of these to her purpose, or 
the design of new ones. 

There were also studies of ways to 
close out the wretched views and take full 
advantage of the benevolent ones. The front 
of t he house faces the bus terminal on the 
north, and to avoid this and reach out to the 
distant view of the Santa Monica Mountains 
required a deck at a high level of a house 
restricted to a 30 foot height. The result is 
almost as much square footage in decks 
as roof. 

The north elevation seems at first 
glance Corbusian - the white skin, the pipe 
railings ; but Dedijer is closer to the Corbusian 
ideal of the silo, the ocean liner, the suspen
sion bridge-"/'esthetique de la vie moderne." 
She blends the curve into the right angular 
line or surface as if she were bringing the yin 
and the yang into equilibrium. There are subtle 
retards and accelerations, an effortless change 
of time and key as she moves from clear to 
liquid, from cerebral fugue to emotional lied
and all in a small composition, not designed 
for the full orchestra, more a chamber 
ensemble. 

An image that flitted in and out of her 
mind as she was designing the house was her 
great-aunt's miniscule Palladian villa in Bel 
grade, with its oval entry hall echoing in living 
room and the shape of the terrace fac ing the 
river. Dedijer had worked for several years on 
her own projects and Bernard Judge's in his 
office in the Schindler house, and she paid 
certain tributes in the design to Schindler. She 
spoke of his way of putting an elegant bath
room in a lowcost house. (Her bathrooms have 
curved wall s, are lighted from two sides and 
have round tubs 6 feet in diameter.) 

A curved skylight at 
the top of the house 
admits sun to several 
interior levels. 

She and Small had owned and restored 
one of the Horatio West beach cottages 
designed by Irving Gill in 1919 as a workmen's 
court. " I had a reverence for his humble 
spaces," she said. (She followed Gill's habit of 
rai sing the closet floors to keep out the dust.) 

These things all lay in her mind. She 
drew from them intuitively. In the end she 
achieved a conceptual house in which there 
are rich intuitions. 

The focal po int of the house is the two
story greenhouse on the south, attached like a 
papoose to the parent structure. The major 
purpose is for the growing of food, but equally 
important are the south light, the air and the 
view it gives the major rooms. The central high 
space in the house is not the living room but 
the dining room, and pointed toward this, like 
horizontally staggered boxes at the theater, are 
Dedijer's office on the east, and the living 
room on the west . The kitchen, below Dedijer's 
office, is close to the food supply in the 
green house. 

The living room, the highest point in the 
house, is an evening room where the family 
and guests gather. During the day the meeting 
place is the sunny dining room . Small in area, 
low and sheltering, the living room is released 
from the rectangle by a big-radius curve join
ing two sides; the room is open to the high 
space of the dining room, and glass doors lead 
to the north deck. A low concrete platform, 
extending around the curve and the dining 
room side, is covered with continuous com
fortable seating; the one break is for a low 
roundbellied stove which rests on the platform. 

Food production in the greenhouse is 
not yet in operation, but the floor is stressed to 
take the load of 14" -deep growing trays, tri
angular in shape to accommodate to the 
triangular plan. From the heavy beams will 
hang more plants, and under the high win
dows off the dining room is a balcony which 
will take care of still more. 

Delays in construction threw off the 
schedule. The biggest delay grew out of the 
estimate of $16,000 for the greenhouse. 
Dedijer had resisted timber construction 
because the size of the members would cut 
into the view. Small urged her not to give up. 
She didn't. She had been contracting the 
house herself, and now she ordered the steel 
and got the name of a welder from the Yellow 
Pages. That brought the cost down to $6,000. 

There are a number of things in the 
house that seem to me to come from the 
sensitivity of a woman. The dining room has 
been raised in the hierarchy of spaces to sur
pass the living room. In the 1940s the dining 
room was swa llowed up by the living room, 

and Dedijer returns it to some of its impor
tance. The dining room is the crossroads ala 
which one passes to reach all other rooms 
except the bedrooms-she calls it "a courtyar 

The more obvious references are the 
cylindrical forms, the curved walls of halls, I 
ing room, bedrooms and baths, and the bul£ 
of the greenhouse. But it is the nurturing att 
tude of the program which unmistakably ma 
this the work of a woman, an affirmative om 
There is more laughter and affirmation in th , 
house than heroics. 

In speaking of the house, Dubnoff sa 
"Women understand and deal with complex 
ties better than men. They are good at bala n 
cing complicated equal parts. Milica is like 
most women in that she is more concerned 
with process than with ego. Women seldom 
fight for any one big idea. They balance the 
smaller ones, as Milica balances the smaller 
spaces here." 

(For specific information on the gree 
house see Marsha Zilles' roundup of Alterna 
Energy Systems on page 50.) 

Esther McCoy has written extensively on 
California architecture and her publications 
include Five California Architects, Richard 
Neutra, and Vienna to Los Angeles: Two 
Journeys. 

Architect: 
Milica Dedijer-Mihich 

Energy Systems Design Consultant: 
Terry Rainey 

Mechanical Engineer: 
Jerry Sullivan 

Structural Engineers: 
Frank Lucas and Lesfie Fejes 

Electrical Consultant: 
Saul Goldin 

Food Production Analyst: 
Debi Strozier 

General Contractors: 
Milica Dedijer-Mihich and Roland Tso, AIA 

Greenhouse Welder: 
Jim Johnson, Associated Welding 

Waste Disposal System: 
Carousel model by Eviroscope 

Water Distiller: 
New World Distillers 

Solar flat plate collector components: 
Phelps Dodge 



Above: A view from 
the living area across 
to the studio shows 
the generous space at 
the heart of the house. 
Right : View from the 
greenhouse into the 
dining area. Below 
left: A view from the 
kitchen to the living 
area above. Below 
right : The dining area 
joins the kitchen and 
the greenhouse. 
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The stairway walls are 
washed with blue, 
reflected from the 
carpeting. 

Curved walls envelop 
circular tubs in both 
bathrooms. 

The greenhouse 
provides the house 
with solar heating, 
extra floor space and 
an area for growing 
food. 
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The house from an 
adjacent rooftop shows 
it in context with the 
neighborhood. 
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Alternative 
Energy Systems 
by Marsha Zil les 

Energy Systems 
1 Greenhouse heat gain 
2 Solar hot water system 
3 Solar water distiller 
4 Backup-gas or wood 
5 Nursery fabric sun screen 
6 Cool ambient air 
7 Rain water collection 
8 Aerobic waste system 

The architect's intention was to "investigate 
the responsiveness of the individual living unit 
towards the basic life support systems (sun, 
water, air, nutrients and waste)" and to "mini 
mize dependency on the existing urban energy 
systems such as municipal water, sewage and 
drainage, as well as electrical power, natural 
gas and food supply." 
Solar Design Research: 

An initial design decision was made to 
use solar energy to accommodate the space 
heating, domestic hot water, water purification 
and food production needs of the house. It was 
decided that a greenhouse would be the most 
appropriate structure to respond to all of these 
requirements. The greenhouse could act as a 
heating plenum forthe space heating, as a 
framework support for the solar collector in 
domestic water heating, as a support for the 
photovolatic cells for water purification, and as 
the volume with in which food production 
would take place. 

Research then began in order to find 
the plan of maximum solar exposure on this 
substandard 30' x 60' site. A hel iodon test was 
conducted by erecting a 1/s" scale model of the 
proposed building mass including the sur
rounding tightly packed homes. The sun 's 
yearly path was duplicated, and the results of 
the tests established the maximum solar 
exposure plane to be 18' above ground level 
with the ideal orientation at the southeast 
property line off the rear alley. The greenhouse 
was located beneath this plane. The green 
house plan is a right angle isoceles triangle 
with the right angle facing approximately true 
south . 
Space Heating System: 

Passive: There is direct solar gain 
through the greenhouse to the main living 
areas during the day. 

Semi-passive: There are cylindrical 
return and supply duct stacks located at the 
base angles of the greenhouse. The return air 
duct sucks hot air from the top by means of a 
counterflow fan from the back-up furnace 
down to the 310 sq. ft. rock storage area 
underneath the ground floor of the house. The 
air heats the rocks and is then returned to the 
greenhouse floor by the supply duct located 
at the opposite angle from the return duct 
Space Heating Controls: 

Heat Storage Mode: A differential 
thermostat activates the downflow furnace fan 
when the temperature in the rock storage area 
is less than the upper portion of the green
house. 

Space Heating Mode: A two-stage room 
thermostat senses the room temperature in 
the house. Upon a call for heat ing, the first 
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stage of the thermostat closes the greenhouse 
rock storage duct circulation system and 
opens the residence duct circulation system. 
This extracts the heat stored in the rocks, dis
tributing the hot air through the small ducts 
leading to the upper level rooms. If there is 
inadequate heat in the storage system, the 
room thermostat turns on the back-up gas 
furnace required by local building codes. Dur
ing the 1981-82 winter, the only back-up heat 
required was supplied by the wood -burning 
Fire Drum II fireplace in the sitting area at 
night The average monthly electrical bill was 
six dollars for operating the counterflow 
furnace fan . 

The space heating system has several 
built-in options including a motorized louvered 
damper which can bypass the bottom of the 
rock storage and channel the heat gain from 
the greenhouse across the top of the rock 
storage directly beneath the top concrete floor 
slab, and a separate air return connected from 
the highest portion of the interior of the house 
to the main rock storage area . This is oper
ated by two motorized damgers facilitating air 
circulation when the temperature of the rock 
storage is higher than the temperature of the 
upper portion of the house. All windows 
except south facing are double-glazed. 
Space Cooling: 

All the main living rooms are cross
ventilated. The greenhouse is equipped with a 
top projecting vent on the roof slope and 
double hung windows on the side wall, ori
ented to catch prevailing ocean breezes. The 
sloping roof area of the greenhouse will be 
shaded with suspended nursery fabric to 
reduce glare. The greenhouse catwalk acts as 
a sunscreen for the kitchen-dining area during 
the summer; and the solar flat plate collector 
acts as a sunshade for the study and sitting 
areas. 
Solar Hot Water Heating System: 

A conventional 60 sq. ft . flat plate 
collector was integrated into the top portion 
of the greenhouse. An 80 gallon hot water 
storage tank is located on the roof just above 
the collector plate. The hot water from the col
lector plate is thermo-siphoned up to the 
storage tank which is placed horizontally and 
gravity feeds the water to the house. There is a 
back-up gas heater to assist the system if 
necessary. 
Water Purification: 

An electrically operated distilling unit 
will purify drinking water for the house. All the 
necessary low voltage wiring and water supply 
lines have been installed in the main chase. 
The unit will be run by photo-voltaic cells; and 
it has been calculated that the cost of install -
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ing the cells and distilling unit will be amor
tized in two years based on the present cos· 
of bottled water. 
Water Conservation: 

An aerobic waste disposal system is 
planned to minimize the dependency of the 
house on municipal sewage and water 
systems. This will be a waterless digester o· 
food and human waste. The traditional tank 
top toilet uses four or five gallons per flush. 
The digester toilet utilizes a vacuum to pull 
the wastes into a composter/digester. The 
wastes are broken down into fertilizer. The 
minimum amount of heat necessary for dig1 
tion of organic material is supplied by the sc 
space heating system. A regular tank-top 
toilet is also installed to comply with munic 
pal occupancy codes. All the necessary frar 
ing and plumbing is installed but the com
poster unit has not yet been purchased. 

A rainfall storage system is in place 
between the 3' wide built-up planter walls< 
the sides of the property. The terraces serve 
collectors and distributors of rainfall into t~ 
storage system. This water can then be use 
for food growing and landscaping. In deser 
like climates such as this, potable water co 
become scarce, so a rainwater storage syst 
is important. 

A turf-block material in the drivewa1 
catches water run-off and uses it to grow 
ground cover. 
Food Production: 

The greenhouse floor, walls and slo~ 
roof members as well as the terraces have 
been structurally reinforced to support the 
weight of large triangular planters which 
should supply the nutritional needs for a fa 
ily of four. All the terraces have water supp 
for easy maintenance. Proposed landscapir 
for the exterior ground level consists of 
assorted fruit-producing trees appropriate 
the coastal zone. 

Marsha Zif/es, a senior draftsman in the 
office of Welton Becket Associates, former!) 
designed and built solar greenhouses for thi 
New Alchemy Institute. 



'/evation drawing, 116 Pacific Street, 
tafford-Binder. 

y John Chase 

Typecasting Style 
Since 1976, a distinctive genre of townhouse 
condominium has appeared in Santa Monica, 
California. Designed by a group of like-minded 
young architects, these buildings combine 
architectural exuberance with a pragmatic 
accommodation of code requirements and mar
ket forces. Their designers show a casual lack 
of concern for the intellectual issues of archi
tecture, freely borrowing from and reinterpret
ing the imagery of the Modem Movement while 
dispensing with much of its ideological content. 
Like the anonymous designers of vernacular 
buildings, these architects seem unaware of the 
more profound connotations of the stylistic ele
ments they employ or the rationale behind their 
selection and composition. This attitude is fairly 
typical of Southern California which has bred 
many skilled architectural stylists over the years. 

The condominiums' pop/futuristic shapes and 
eye-catching colors make them a loosely 
matched set of place markers in their neighbor
hood. Their use of color reflects contemporary 
Los Angeles fashion in the decorative arts, 
while their expressionism represents a continu
ing local tradition of experimentation with a 
popularized vocabulary of modem architecture. 

The use of the relatively adventurous language 
of modernism for speculative buildings was 
encouraged by three main factors: the free
spirited cultural climate of Los Angeles that has 
long encouraged new ideas ; the realized 
market potential of younger, well-educated 
buyers with careers in the arts and professions; 
and the design leeway allowed by the archi
tects financing and contracting their own build
ings. Many of the architects chose to act as 
their own developers in order to gain design 
control over their projects and a larger portion 
of the profits. 

The floor plans of all the 1500-1800 square foot 
townhouses are similar. Typically, there are two 
bedrooms and bathrooms on the ground floor, 
and a double height living room/dining room 
area on the second floor, with an open loft level 
on the third floor overlooking all. The second 
and third level spaces are bright and airy, lit by 
clerestory windows and skylights. The interiors 
are simple, punctuated by exposed metal 
ducts, pipe rails, and fireplaces. 

The inclusion of a loft level is typical of the 
designers' dual concern with meeting zoning 
requirements and satisfying the housing 
market. Santa Monica zoning prohibits the con
struction of bathrooms on the third floor, and 
this level can be no greater than one-third the 
size of the second floor. The designers used 
this restriction to their advantage by creating an 
open loft. This gives the townhouses a desira
ble amount of flexibility, as both the loft and 
downstairs bedroom are easily adapted for use 
as home office space, an important 
consideration for many of the buyers. 

A code requirement for fire access was respon
sible for another feature common to the 
condominiums- second and third floor roof 
decks. The designers took advantage of this 
constraint to create a romantic Corbusian mod
ern landscape. Level changes, bridges, metal 
staircases, and pipe railings give the decks 
qualities of a jungle gym, as though they were 
intended for open air calisthenics. This vocabu
lary also echoes earlier modernist concerns for 
health and cleanliness as evidenced in build
ings such as Richard Neutra's 1929 Lovell 
house in Los Angeles . 

The designers of these condominiums are a 
group of young Southern California architects 
who have worked in a shifting series of collabo
rations. Many of them attended the Southern 
California Institute of Architecture (SCI-ARC), 
and have studied or worked with Eric Moss, 
whose techno-pop influence is evident in their 
work. Santa Monica was the logical location for 
them to build: most of the architects live in or 
near this area which occupies a highly sought
after position at the ocean edge of the fashion
able Los Angeles West Side. Furthermore, the 
steep rise in land prices experienced 
throughout the area in the 1970s was especially 
dramatic in Santa Monica, making it an attrac
tive venue for further real-estate speculation. 

Steve Andre of Urban Forms was motivated to 
become a developer-architect because archi
tects have very little influence on most projects: 
"The developer's lawyer, or his framer, is far 
more important to him than the architect. The 
developer's potential profits are huge. I went 
after his piece of the pie." Andre began his 
independent architectural practice by buying a 
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16 Pacific Street 
afford-Binder, 1982 

·ft : Alley facade . 
1oto: Marvin Rand 

ght: Conceptual perspective. 

!low: Exploded axonometric, 
>or by floor. 

single lot and building a house on speculation. 
Working rapidly in order to recoup his invest
ment, he completed the design and working 
drawings in one week. After the first house, he 
went on to build a five unit condominium at 
1017 Pearl Street, designed in collaboration 
with Allan Tossman. Since then, Andre has 
acted as architect and developer on six 
projects, although his future as a developer is 
presently in doubt because of the current 
collapse of the housing market. 

The 1981-2 condominiums at 116 Pacific Street 
in Santa Monica by Stafford-Binder treat park
ing areas in the opposite manner. While other 
condominiums have their garages hidden 
behind berms or sunk partially into the ground, 
the concrete block garage of the Stafford
Binder condominiums is exposed, creating a 
plinth for the building. Because this "rusticated" 
concrete block base is symmetrical, as is the 
X-motif which crosses the second and third 
story, the building has a strong, ordered divi
sion into parts. The X-motif and the terraces 
which are cut into one edge of each unit help 
define the condominiums as thirty-foot cubes. 
This definition is also expressed in the plan, 
where most elements are symmetrically 
disposed around a central stair hall. 

The modem style which the condominium 
architects chose to adopt is the modernism of 
1920s Europe, particularly the work of 
Le Corbusier. However, while there was often 
a polemical e\ement in early heroic modern
ism, this is usually lacking in the work of these 
young architects. Whereas Le Corbusier used a 
set of ideas to propose an architectural princi
ple, such as the free plan generated by the 
column and slab system at the Maison Dom-ino, 
these architects have simply appropriated his 
use of details such as pipe rails and steel
framed windows. This revival of modernist 
imagery was first seen in the work of the New 
York Five, who used a Corbusian language in 
the 1960s and 70s to bolster their campaign for 
abstract formalism. ln Santa Monica, this interest 
in abstraction has been further simplified to a 
Sunbelt code of playful composition and 
decoration. 
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831 Pacific Street. 
A Design Group. 

1 Entry 
2 Loundry Areo 
3 Bedroom 
4 Both 
5 Moster Suite 
6 Moster Both 
7 Living Area 
8 Dining Areo 
9 Kitchen 

10 F.A.U. 
11 Both 
1 2 Fireploce 
13 Mezzonine 
14 Polio 
15 Deck 
16 Roof Deck 
17 Skylight 
18 Storoge 
19 Closet 



~rior, 831 Pacific. 

• 
821 Bay Street. 
A Design Group 
and 
Jannoffa Bresko. 

The revivalist style of the condominium archi
tects is eclectic rather than dogmatic, and 
besides Corbusian modernism, there are other 
influences on current architectural taste at work 
in these buildings . The screen walls of the 
1981 Tossman/Day condominiums at 835 Grant 
Street, for example, seem simultaneously 
indebted to Charles Moore and the New York 
Five; and the primary forms of recent European 
rationalism crop up in the Stafford-Binder 
condominiums of 1982. 

However, the condominium architects are 
generally uncomfortable when the notion of 
style is applied to their buildings. They view 
their choice of forms as naturally appropriate to 
the buildings' function and locale, and conse
quently styleless. In fact, the condominiums 
belong to that most ephemeral aspect of style
to fashion-and the fashion they follow most is 
high-tech, the media-propagated decorating 
fad in which objects are valued for their drop
dead cool/industrial associations. The hardware 
of the condominiums is perhaps their most sym
bolically important decorative feature. Red pipe 
railings, gridded formica and exposed bulb 
fixtures in wire cages are seen as indicators of 
progressive cultural aspirations, and of 
professional class social status. 

Townhouse condominiums began to appear in 
Santa Monica around 1973; and one of the first 
to employ aggressively modem imagery was 
632 Pacific Street, designed in 1976 by Michael 
Folonis of A Design Group while he was still a 
student at SCI-ARC. This building differs from 
later condominiums in two respects: it is fin
ished in wood, rather than stucco, and the bed
rooms are located on the second floor, rather 
than the currently favored first. The project won 
a Los Angeles AIA award in 1977, and was fol
lowed with a succession of condominium 
projects designed by Folonis in conjunction 
with his partner, David Cooper. 

-~~-~~~ 
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e 632 Pacific Street. 

Michael Folonis, 1976. 
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Sun-Tech Townhomes 
David Van Hoy and Steve 
Andre, Urban Forms, 1981 
Photos: Glen Allison 

Above: 28th Street facade. 

Left: Dining area. 

Right: Courtyard walkway. 

Below: Living area, over
looked by loft. 



)ical floorplans, 
1-Tech Townhomes . 
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2 Livingroom 
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4 Kitchen 
5 Moster Bedroom 
6 Moster Bathroom 
7 Bedroom 
8 Bathroom 
9 Wosher/ Dryer 
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13 Open 

Largest and best planned of the condominiums 
is the Sun-Tech Townhomes, also the recipient 
of a Los Angeles AJA award, designed by 
David Van Hoy and Steve Andre of Urban 
Forms and built in 1981 at 2433 Pearl Street. 
Sun-Tech has three plan types, volumetrically 
expressed as alternate arrangements, made up 
of the same block-like components. The tight
ness of the narrow passageways between the 
townhouses and the repetition of forms create 
the appearance of an urban village. A simple, 
orthagonal site plan at Sun-Tech attempts to 
foster a sense of community among its resi
dents, in contrast to recent residential construc
tion in Southern California which has often pro
duced the opposite effect. Unlike many new 
townhouses in Los Angeles, with their individual 
entrances directly off subterranean garages, 
the staircases at Sun-Tech lead to communal 
pathways. Residents enter their houses via 
stoops which step up a half level to the second 
story; so that exits and entrances, like in nine
teenth century rowhouses, pecome a public 
event. The project's roof decks, joined together 
by catwalks, are also part of the communal 
space. 

The downstairs bedrooms that face onto walk
ways are the least attractive feature of Sun
Tech. The first floor location, and the nearness 
to the walkways, is inimical to the concept of 
privacy necessary for a bedroom. The bed
rooms are dark, as well, because their gloomy 
position at the bottom of the building is made 
gloomier still by an earth berm placed over the 
parking garage as a nod to landscaping. This 
gives some ground-floor rooms the feeling of 
a basement. 

Social acceptance of the luxury townhouse 
spread in Southern California during the 1970s 
because, fitting on a small 50 x 150 foot lot, it is 
the only type of new development possible in 
existing urbanized areas in which each unit 
retains a separately defined identity. The con
dominiums are usually arranged as bands of 
rowhouses, one unit deep, thereby retaining 
the personal scale characteristic of earlier solu
tions to this problem, such as the bungalow 
court or the duplex. Development of this kind 
made up a large part of Los Angeles' new 
multiple unit housing between the first and sec
ond World Wars. Some of these buildings were 
clothed in the Modeme style, a popularized 
vocabulary of modem forms which bears a rela
tionship to more sober high art modernism 
much like that of the Santa Monica 
condominiums. 



• 835 Grant Avenue. Tossman-Day, 1981 . 

e Condominiums, 1016 Marine-
1015 Pier, Janotta Bresko. 

e Section, 1016 Marine-1015 Pier. 

However, it seems unlikely that the pop-mode 
rowhouse will become so widespread in Los 
Angeles that it will be the housing type that 
symbolizes the 1980s in the same way that thE 
stucco box apartment house dominated the 
1950s or the bungalow dominated the teens. 
High prices and financing costs, a city mora
torium on condominium construction, and a 
continued popular taste for period revival 
imagery all conspire to make investment in th 
modem condominiums risky, if not impossible 
Land zoned for condominiums in Santa Monie 
is expensive, averaging 50 to 60 dollars per 
square foot, compared to 15 to 20 dollars per 
square foot in an area such as the West San 
Gabriel Valley. The Santa Monica condomin
iums cost another 50 to 60 dollars per square 
foot to build, and the finished product will cm 
its new owner 200 to 250 thousand dollars, WE 

above the Los Angeles median house price c 
114 thousand dollars . The housing market col 
lapsed just as the building of modem condo
miniums peaked in Santa Monica-the 1980 
census revealed that almost one quarter of th 
city's condo units were vacant. 

Consumer preference for period revival style 
has also acted to keep the number of condo
miniums employing modem imagery to a 
minimum. One hundred and fifteen condomir 
iums were given their first approval by Santa 
Monica in 1979; of these only a handful actua 
employed overtly modem forms. The adoptio 
of those forms is, of course, no guarantee of 
aesthetic integrity, as developments that 
appear to be simplified and poorly realized 
versions of this prototype have already 
appeared. 

Currently, there is a city-wide moratorium on 
any condominium construction, imposed in M 
of last year, while Santa Monica reviews its zc 
ing policies . This is only the latest in a series 
moratoriums which began in May of 1979, 
shortly after a new pro-rent control, anti-deve 
opment city council took office. When and if 
condominium building resumes in Santa Mon 
it will do so burdened with yet another layer 
regulations and conditions levied, such as 
mandatory inclusion of low-income units. 

Given the constraints of government policy, a 
uncertain economy, and the vagaries of popu 
taste , it remains to be seen what role the pof 
modem speculative condominium will play ir 
the Southern California cityscape. This genre 
building may colonize other, less expensive 
sections of the region, while it is equally pos: 
ble that they will become instant period piec 
of the late 1970s and early 80s. 

John Chase is the author of "The Sidewalk Cc 
panion to Santa Cruz Architecture" and "Exte 
Decoration : Hollywood's Inside-out Houses." 
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• nex1can 
tau ha us 
ent Work by Peter Shire 

Deborah Perrin 

IJli> "Mexican Bauhaus" is the 
name that Peter Shire gives his 
style, working in an additive proc
ess that brings together forms, 
colors and materials with utter dis
regard for traditional combinations. 
A ceramic teapot has a re-bar 
handle held on with cotter pins; a 
plywood storage cabinet perches 
on cement pilings under the shelter 
of a fiberglass roof. His ceramics 
are without the plasticity that 
seemed inherent in the medium 
until he laid hands on it; his furni
ture marries ephemeral paint to 
eternal concrete. Somehow, these 
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surprising unions emphasize the 
intrinsic qualities of each element. 
.... The pieces miraculously retain 
function in the midst of these 
kaleidoscopic patterns of form and 
color. Like a happy child at play in 
a scrap box, Shire includes all the 
possibilities along the way to the 
fmished product. "I can't stand to 
have two elements alike. If I'm 
eating out and someone in the 
group orders the same dish as me, 
I have to change my order so that 
there won't be two of the same on 
the table." 
.,.. There are similarities between 
Shire's work and that of Italian 
designers, most notably Ettore 
Sottsass, but their work evolved 
independently. "I'd seen their 
work in magazines, but not really 
known it. I can't read Italian and 
the stuff wasn't here to look at. I 
loved the mystery of it in photos. 
Crazy camera angles, whacky 
pieces-you didn't know what you 
were looking at. I wanted my pieces 
to have that quality of puzzlement." 
.... Although he worked with 
stoneware and porcelain in the 
1960s, they denied him the color 
he sought. After college, Shire 
returned to the low-fue clay and 

Photographs by Geny Cappel 

glazes that he had worked with in 
high school. "I bought an old high
fire kiln, but it fell off the truck 
and that was it for me and 
high-fire." 
.... The recent expansion into 
furniture was easy. " My dad was a 
cabinetmaker so I've always been 
around that process of fabrication. 
And since my pieces have never 
meshed together, since they've 
always been groups of shapes that 
are sort of bolted together, the 
transition to other materials came 
naturally." A trip to Italy in 1980 
brought Shire into contact with 
Sottsass and his design crowd. Six 
months later, the newly formed 
Memphis group asked him to 
design some pieces for the 1981 
Milan furniture market week. 
While visions of furniture danced 
in his head, Shire also produced 
some one-of-a-kinds for exhibition 
at his Los Angeles gallery. 
.... The creation of a set for the 
production of Stravinsky's opera
oratorio " Oedipus Rex" at the 
Hollywood Bowl is another recent 
Shire project. "I made a city with 
only the monuments," says Shire. 
His geometric elements assume 
additional meaning as they sym
bolize the ancient Greek city of 
Thebes. A pink sphere turns to 
reveal itself as a cache for the nar
rator; a lilac pyramid becomes a 
throne as Oedipus rises through 
the top ; both palace and temple are 
represented by a mauve ziggurat; 
and heroically scaled crescents, 
dots and squiggles climb the arch 
of the Bowl, becoming the sun, 
moon and air of Thebes. 
.... Currently, the cheerful con
structivist has returned to an 
ongoing exploration of the teapot 
that he began in 1968. Peter Shire's 
insatiable delight in variety and 
joyful indulgence of whim continue 
to create objects that make you 
smile while they get the job done. 

Deborah Perrin is Managing Editor of 
Arts and Architecture magazine. 
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Michael Webb If the Chinese were to update their calendar, 
this would be the Year, not of the Dog but of 
Neon. Two major movies, a new museum in 
Los Angeles, and a preservation society in San 
Diego celebrate a medium whose resources are 
being steadily enriched by artists and designers 
nationwide, but especially in Southern 
California. 

In Coppola 's Onefrom the Hea11, neon illumi
nates, colors and defines a Las Vegas of fantasy, 
capturing its brittle gaiety, its surface masquer
ade. It is used to reproduce the downtown 
casinos, revive past signs, invent new effects and 
play tricks with scale. It makes believable a 
world in which a girl can emerge from a flash
ing sign, walk a high wire over a surrealjunk-

1 yard, and frolic in a 
cocktail glass. By con
trast, Ridley Scott's 
Blade Runner is a dark 
fantasy, a nightmare 
city of the future that is 
lit by neon as though 
it were hellfire. The 
bazaars of Hong Kong, 
the cartoons of Heavy 
Metal, and Times 
Square sex shops 

inspired a world that is strange, yet disturbingly 
familiar. Neon is the link. 

In May, Lili Lakich and Richard Jenkins opened 
the Museum of Neon Art (MoNA) in down
town Los Angeles. She is a 17-year veteran of 
the medium, and the museum (temporarily 
housed in her studio) is a labor of Jove, a place 
to show restored signs and innovative art works. 
Two of her major works-Blessed Oblivion 
and Love in Vain- appeared in the opening 
show. Both are large allegorical panels that 
exploit the dramatic linearity of neon-its magic 
crayon property- and its potential to illuminate 
such additions as silk-screened photos and a 

bunch of paper flowers. Lakich has also created 
inventive commercial signs and is an 
accomplished art director. 

Another featured artist, Larry Albright, began 
by making mad-scientist assemblages, and he 
still has a touch of Dr. Frankenstein. Electrical 
charges of20,000 volts are fed through glass 
spheres and cylinders filled with neon or kryp
ton gas. The effects are dazzling: lazy wreaths 
of light, pulsating tendrils, flailing bolts oflight
ning. One such piece was featured in Battle 
Beyond the Stars to simulate the ultimate 
weapon; others are displayed at Disney's exper
imental city in Florida (EPCOT) to symbolize 
the fusion of art and technology. Albright 
worked on Close Encounters, and fabricated the 
title and miniature casino signs used for the 
credits of One from the Hea11. 

Eric Zimmerman is represented at Mo NA by 
the neon-trimmed birthday cake he created to 
celebrate LA's Bicentennial. It is an unchar
acteristic flight of fancy; most of his work is 
severely abstract. Through the use of mirrors 
and computer programs, he transforms simple 
geometric shapes into beguiling illusions of 
depth and motion. His large-scale pieces are 
located in shopping centers in National City 
and Las Vegas, and in a lounge of the Sheraton 
La Reina, at LA International Airport. 

In San Diego, three artists have established the 
"Save Our Neon" organization to rescue the 
once-rich heritage of a city whose council, 
aftlicted with a new-found sense of propriety, 
is busy forbidding its continued display. Gloria 
Poore, Juliet Mondot and Greg Calvert have 
rescued a score of signs, restored several, and 
are currently seeking a good home for two 
orphaned movie marquees. 
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All this activity demonstrates that neon, hav
ing gone through its first life cycle, is now 
embarked on another. The first began as 
novelty (LA's first sign, in 1923, stopped traffic), 
became glamorous (in Warner Bros. musicals 
of the early '30s, Busby Berkeley wired 
chorines, violins, pianos and bathtubs to create 
moving tapestries of neon), peaked in the late 
'40s and sank into disrepute in the '50s, as 
maintenance declined and plastic advanced. 
Artists began to exploit the medium in the mid
'60s; today, old signs are being recycled, new 
work created. 

There is a special pleasure in seeking out the 
old signs that have survived. Line and lettering 
are expressive of period: geometrical deco of 
the late '30s, baroque curves of the '40s, spiky 
mannerisms of the '50s. Pictures are equally 
revealing : a tubular bellhop (for a suburban 
motel!), Astaire and Rogers entwined above a 
dance studio, a muffier-shop rocket, a flying 
saucer cafe. 

New wave signs are as eclectic and self-mocking 
as their titles would suggest: Cadillac Ranch, 
Vinyl Fetish, China Club, and Jazz are a few of 
the gems on or near LA's Melrose Avenue. 
A vintage clothing store features ajitterbugging 
couple; and the now defunct Flipper's Roller 
Boogie Palace suggested a deco movie marquee. 
Neon is used as an accent in a window display 
or billboard, to light an artist's studio and to 
create a cloudscape in a television commercial. 

Neon in its purest form has the quality that 
distinguishes vintage Chuck Jones from the 
assembly-line cartoons of Saturday morning 
television. It is hand-drawn, not stamped out. 
A suggestive outline by day, at night it can 
appear as a line of liquid fire or as a sinuous 
trickle of candy sugar. Its repertoire includes 
cocktail glasses, sombreros and shoes, alongside 
such intricate performance pieces as dripping 
faucets, fire-breathing dragons and girls diving 
into swimming pools. 

Neon has long been used to outline buildings 
at night- for example, the Eiffel Tower at the 
1937 Paris World's Fair, and government build
ings in pre-revolutionary Iran. It still adorns 
the pagodas of Chinatown and the roadside 
shrines of Mexico City. It highlights the tower 
of the Pacific Design Center, the escalators of 
the Beverly Center- both in Los Angeles- and 
Fat City restaurant in San Diego. 

Few people have achieved a better integration 
oflight and architecture than Michael Hayden. 
Over the past decade, in his native Canada and 
more recently in Los Angeles, he has combined 
the sensuous appeal of argon (in custom
colored tubing) with increasingly sophisticated 
computer technology. 

In outdoor light sculptures for the Ontario and 
Winnipeg Art Museums, Hayden created a 
modest cluster of geometric shapes magnified 
and extended by reflective surfaces. In Toronto, 
he created a 570-foot long rainbow within the 
glass-vaulted atrium of a subway station: a 
beacon to passing motorists, an illusion of 
stained glass windows for the passengers on the 
concourse beneath. 

This spectacle is rivaled by his latest work, 
Generators of the Cylinde1~ a 270-foot long ceil
ing sculpture over the pedestrian arcade of the 
International Jewelry Exchange in downtown 
LA Three groups of nine acrylic semi-cylinders 
are set into a reflective ceiling. Each group is 
a geometric series : one emerges from the 
surface; another twists on the axis; the third 
becomes progressively thinner in section. Each 
cylinder contains two curved argon-filled tubes 
in a spectrum of colors. Back and forwards the 
lights surge, animated by up to 10,000 different 
computer programs to achieve different speeds 
and combinations of movement. As if this were 
not enough, heat sensors cause the lights to 
flutter whenever a pedestrian or a bus passes 
by. A holographic surface on the cylinders 
refracts the light- by night and day. 

Back in 1973, when the lights were being 
turned off all over America, art critic William 
Wilson wrote nostalgically of neon as "the 
magic wand that gives downtown its nervous 
boogie-woogie spirit, etching edges of build
ings, embroidering tapestries oflight." That's 
the way it is in Las Vegas, on a few fortunate 
streets elsewhere, and now- thanks to Hayden
on Pershing Square, across from the Biltmore. 
With luck, others will be inspired to restore 
light and life to now-darkened downtowns. 

Michael Webb, a Contributing Editor of Arts and 
Architecture, is a writer and a photographer. A travel
ing exhibition of his neon photographs has been 
commissioned by the Smithsonian Institution. 

Neon is one of several inert gases (argon, kryp1 
xenon, and helium are others) that yield differ, 
colors and intensities of fight when charged wi1 
high voltage current in a tube of clear, phosphc 
coated or painted glass. Mercury is usually car 
bined with argon to increase its brightness. 
"Neon" is commonly used to designate any or, 
of these gases. 

Neon pieces are genera11y the result of a co11ab 
oration between the artist/designer and the gfu 
bender. Nearly a11 of the projects described 
above were fabricated by one company, Amerii 
Neon and Graphics. It is one of thefew that is 
able to produce large commercial signs (notab 
the ten miles of neon in One from the Heart) , 
to accommodate the special requirements of sz 
artists as Hayden, Lakich and Zimmerman. 

A11 photos by Michael Webb, except where spe 
.fied. The Museum of Neon Art is located at 
704 Traction Avenue, Los Angeles 90013. C!a 
in neon design are conducted by Lakich and 
Jenkins at MoNA and through UCLA Extensi 
For information on "Save Our Neon"write to: 
Gloria Poore, Grade, 701 Island Avenue, San 
Diego 92101. 
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Generarors of rhe Cylinder, neon art by 
Mi chae l Hayden at the Internati onal 
Jewelry Exchange. 
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Los Angeles Guidemap: a guide to 
to the architecture, landscape, and cultural 
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by Esther McCoy 
and Barbara Goldstein 

Guide to U.S. Architecture: 
1940-1980 

A traveler's field guide to the outstanding 
buildings designed and constructed in the U.S. 

since 1940. Designed for the traveler, the guide is also 
a handy desk reference to architects and buildings in 
the United States and a brief history of U.S. architec
ture in the middle years of the 20th century. Listings 
are organized geographically and indexed by state, 
city and architect. Photographs of projects accompany 
the listings; especially prepared street maps of major 
cities locate the projects. The foreword is in French 
and Japanese as well as English. 

1982-172 pp.-500 illus.-$9.95 

"Expert selection ... " 
-Los Angeles Times 

Vienna to Los Angeles: 
Two Journeys 
by Esther McCoy 

Esther McCoy documents the 
early careers and personalities 
of Southern California 's fore
most practitioners of modem 
architecture. Publication of 
many heretofore unpublished 
photographs and documents 
gives the reader a fascinating 
look at the private and profes
sional lives of Schindler, Neutra, 
Frank Lloyd Wright, their 
clients and the avant garde of 
Los Angeles in the 20s. 

1979-155 pp. - 93 illus. 
Cloth $17.50-Paper $10.95 

"This very important book is 
a treasure of insights into the 
drives and personalities that 
make architects and 
architecture." 

-Cesar Pelli, Dean, 
Yale University School of 
Architecture 

"Marvellously precise and 
alive ... the best piece of 
architectural history I can 
remember reading." 

-Robin Middleton, architect 
and critic , Faculty of Architec
ture , University of Cambridge, 
England 

Fan Vaulting: 
A Study of Form, Technology 
and Meaning 
by Walter C. Leedy, Jr. 

Professor Leedy documents 
and analyzes the emergence of 
a new mode of building in 
medieval England, tracing the 
origins of fan vaulting back to 
certain essential characteristics 
of the English interpretation of 
Gothic . The book contains a 
complete catalog of known fan 
vaults with a description and 
technical analysis of each. 

1980- 250 pp .-243 illus.-$ 16.95 

"Outstandingly good. Excel
lent scholarship. Professor 
Leedy has broken new 
ground in his interpretation 
of vaults." 

-Sir Nikolaus Pevsner 

"Fan Vaulting is a major con
tribution to the field of 
studies of medieval architec-

Preparing Design Office 
Brochures: A Handbook 
by David Travers 

A down-to-earth manual which 
removes the uncertainties and 
clarifies ~he process of produc
ing topnotch, effective general 
capabilities brochures. It takes 
the reader confidently through 
each step-planning, budge t
ing, scheduling, organizing, 
designing and producing a 
brochure. 

1978-125 pp. - 60 illus.-$9.95 

: "Excellent manual." 
: -Journal of the American 
: Institute of Architects 

: "Any design firm contemplat
: ing the preparation of a 
: brochure should have this 

book. A thorough and very 
useful guide." 

: -Interiors 

: "Everything you ever wanted 
ture · · · It presents material ; to know about architectural 
which is otherwise inacces-
sible." 

- Professor Stephen Murray, 
Indiana University 

"Leedy has illuminated a 
whole period of English 
architecture." 

- Society of Architectural 
Historians Journal 

: office brochures." 
: - L.A Architect, Journal of the 
~ Los Angeles Chapter, AIA 

Order by mail or phone: Arts+ Architecture Press 
1119 Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica, CA 90401 (213) 395-0732 
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An original image 
by Jack Tworkov has 
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Art 1982 Chicago. 

The poster is 27" x 39" 
high, edition of 2000, 
printed on 300 gram 
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The image without type 
is 27" wide x 28" high, 
limited edition, printed 
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